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JULY 2, 1921.
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10 a. m. Address by W. J. Anderson, Road Supervisor.
Address by A. H. Carter, Sidelights of Catron County's
Creation in House of Legislature.
Address by A. H. Clancy, Speaker of House of Representatives on "How To Make New Counties."
Address by W. R. Morley on "Why the New Catron Counrv"
Address by Hon. Florencio Jiron, Probate Judge of new
County of CatronBIG FREE BARBECUE DINNER .
The afternoon will be devoted to Frontier Sports of
every kind, such as Bronco, Busting, Ladies Cow Pony
races, Roping Contests, etc., etc., Something Doing Every
Minute of the Day.
'
BIG DANCE AT NIGHT
,

Jones.

-

BIG FREE BARBECUE DINNER

e afternoon will be spent in Frontier Sports such as
afr
War, Horse Racing, Pony Racing, Fancy Riding'
fugs

and

Bsig

1--

Saturday, July 2nd

Address by
installation, ( Catron County Officers.
Address byHon. Fred Nicholas, District Attorney.
Address fy. Senator J. A. MacDonald.
Address by Hon. R. P. Barnes, of Albuquerque.
Address by C A. Long, of Datil Forest Service.
Addresk by Hon. John Conway, Supt. Public Instruction.
.
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Catron County;

puday, July 1st
Ad(tfSS f Welcome-- W. J.
(?v- - M. C. Mechem

NUMBER 12.
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THE BOUNDARIES OF CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
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NEW POISON .
PUEBLO NEEDS
EXTERMINATE
PRAIRIE DOGS
HALF MILLION

CENTERS FOR

IMMEDIATELY

EX-SERVI-

j

WHAT THEY OWE

MEN

CE

Former soldiers and sailors in
Socorro county suffering with ar
rested tuberculosis as a result of
their service to the country during
the war are eligible for entrance to
newly established convalteBcent trato-incenters and
will be assisted
to obtain entrance to new.ly established convalescent training centers
nnd will be assisted to obtain en
trance to one through the Western
Socorro County Chapter of the
Red Cross, according to an announc-metoday by Mrs. Carolyn Mayes,
of the local chapter.
Information received from the
Southwestern Division office of the
Red Cross states that a convalescent
C
center for cases of former service
with arrested tubercuosis has
the Effects of the new men
been estabished for Arkansas, Oklb
on' stock amlmals and
f
h before it can be put into noma and Texas at Sau Antonio,
and
for
Kansas
and
Missouri
at
use. ;This work will be
A third' Is under
rf th laboratory and by Nauvoo, Illinois.
':
way at a point near Dea Moinefl,
"
int.
Iowa.
j
i
are equipped witi
. , , These centers
dormitories for single nien and'i
small apartments for men' with famiLEAD OF TIME,"
,
lies bo that they need not be separl
from their familes during thef
ated
On accoujijt.of the Celebration and Barperiod they are at the training cenj
becue in honor of the admission of Catron
ters. The
training pay ranging
from $80 to f 170 per month is sufCounty into tke sisterhood of Counties of the
ficient to take care of the experts
state of New Mexico, the advocate is published
of the iman and his family whjtl
few days ahead of its regular day of issue; in
mere, ana ne is to be taught wlfiatj
-ever of a wide variety of Bubjacti
der to enable the editor and office force to
ma
in vocational training that he
i
I
jollification
elect.
Men may make applies L! ton thr
"
in
ct)nr.cnon we win srare tnai tae
local chapter
and JF arrange
the
b'skiitrf' and fixtures for the Advocate' will
ments will be made for fthe neces-- l
pe moved to Reserve just as soon as the build- details
sary examination and
relative to the application,
Trans-- i
course of construction, can be och
4 portation of Ihe service miiia to the
better shape to
center is paid by the govtLrnihent.
Advocate and giviyou a more in- -,
The convalescent centers areecjuip-- J
medical
ped with
telexing paper,
and coSfPlete
recreational facilities.
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Washington, D. C, Protests were
t,
made in the senate by Senator
any
Arizona,
against
democrat,
extension of the period during which
the allied nations would be alBowed
to pay the ten billion dollars they
owe the United States.
"Having saved Europe, must we
also feed it and allow its population
to live in idleness m it now is?" he
asked
"It is time to let Europe know that
she must pay the interest she owes
us and them proceed to liquidate her

BE USED BY THE

of

FORES PATROLS
Various kinds of

1

a fixed object
spot can be tied to
while crew fights fire; an be used
supplier low cost
for

PONY BLIMPS TO

iASHURST WANTS

CONVALESCENT

liams, in charge of the
the biological survey
.que and S. E. Piper
field operations
neW poiaun as
Money Required for Relief of
ions to be used
Family Needs Alone; Red
trie dogs. The
Cross' Urgent Appeal.
it on a Oeia trip
om which they
needed
"Minimum of $5000,000
3The new poison for
family relief alone and additional
in
been used
funds necessary for business rehabl-Mtaiqraore efficient and
of city.. Appeal for Red Cross
Jtrychniine
donations from every angle."
in use' up
This was the appeal received by
wire from .Robert E. Bondy, manager of the southwestern division of
the Red Cross, by Mrs. James B
Mrs.
Fe Chairmant.
eud, Samta
f
different prepar,
"wwfrom June Hgad announces that . the" need ol
hast? Is vltl 42$ tna' the lists in
'rwill ba, kept open several
riger to order to give this
1 anpp to give more subatan.

.fc:?

GROUNDS

ve-hicl-

transporting
operation.

The blimps will be eqiJpped with
motors anfi will carry
three or four persons confortablly,
the
They will cost about $12,000, and
operating cost is estimated at about
24 cents a mile, including ttfal maintenance of the ship for 24 tours, or

used at one time or
have
another in the forest service, United an actual flying Dime cont of 2
States department of agriculture, by cents per mile.
patrolmen and flre.nghting crews.
The pony blimp will be given a
Track speeders, motorcycles, motor
thorough test in California national
boats, automobiles, trucks and airforests and if proven successful will
planes have all been tried and now
the
to
small
is
a
use
it proposed
dirigible, probably be put into service by
local .district.
technically called a pony blimp.
One of the big companies making
tires and other rubber goods in CaliCOXGBATUIiATlOJJS
fornia, specifies these advantages tor
the pony blimps: A cruising range of
8 hours; speed of 1 to 45 or
(From Slgaaln Nw)
obligations."
an hour; ability to buck stiff winds,
Senator Smoot, republican, Utah, making 10 miles an hour against a
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle McSpaddan are
said a forced liquidation of the allies' 30mlUe gale; control of
elevation, receiving iomgratulatlons from theiy
debts "would be disasterous not only flying within 50 feet or less of the
many frientls over the arrival'
to' Europe, but to the United States," earth as well as at several
thousand fine
effect
baby bdy last
on
the
trade.
through
feet altitude; ability to land on very
; Senator BcKollar,
democrat,
small plot of ground;' maneuvering SDaiWen was
inquired whether a provision readily In close quarters; can be held Craig of tui
in the administration fnnding bill,
iy are rert
nearly stationary close to the eart
Introduced
yesterday, authorizing
on rope Jaoder
passengers
discharges
na
of
of
bonds
other
substitution
elected uachely don fit'
tions for the allied bonds, meant while machine hovers, over
that- the United States was going
to accept German reparation bonds
in payment for the allied debt.
Senator McKellar attacked the ad.
FOURTH AT DATIL .
ministration funding bill, declaring
"a more unwise, utipolitlo, unfair
any diff
Ray Morley says ft doesn't
and unjust bill could not be de-- "
the low
the
of
about
erence
vised.'
price
vs
usual
Datil
the
administrato
have
"It is proposed by the
going
price of wool,
tion in this bill," he said, "to delib.
big time, or a bigger one, on July 4th, and Ray
erately throw 'away this perfecty
Ausgenerally knows what he is talking about.
good indebtedness for German,
trian and Turkish bonds."
Big Barbecue and dance are among the
Except possibly for the Russian
tho
McKellar
added
Senator
tractions, and the cowboys, as well as the "good
debt,
the allied debt ie 99 per cent good.
cow
will be in evidence and
for the
Ash-hurs-

been

2

.

Ten-esse- e,

jske

steeruor

T

at

(

Senator
said

Smoot,

republican,

Utah,

that "frankly" he believed the

bill "gives too much power" to the
secretary of the treasurer. He supstatement
ported Mr,. McKellar'a
that It woud authorize acceptance
of the German bonds, but added
that "the president had no such
,
v
idea.

eyes"
J
girls
furnish amusement for the crowd.
Morley 1
also desires to inform all that Craig and Sata- thite will leave their race horse at home thi
year an d addslliatthe "Whole Damn Wq
Invited."
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James Francis Bernard, fourth Earl
of Bandou, was kidnaped from his residetice in Bantry, County Cork, by
IN
band of armed men. Castle Bernard,
From All Over
his home, was set afire. Earl Handon's whereabouts Is unknown.
SECRETARY
Sixty-eigmen were killed and
MECy
iAUQHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
seventy-threothers Injured through
FULL POWER IN
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
the explosion, due to fire damp, which
MONEY OWH
THE WORLD.
destroyed the greater part of the Mont
near
Cenls mine,
( Wiitm Nmpmr Union Ntwi
Heme, Westphalia.
)
Three hundred men were in the mine
The Rock Island has advised the TOREFuNDALll
when the disaster occurred.
Corporation Commission of plans for
DURING THE PAST WEEK Only
a new $100,000 station at Tucumcari,
of the Filipino
In
of school age are enrolled
pub N. M,
lic schools, according to the report of
Work on the federal old road be
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS Luther B. Bewley, .director of the Bu tween Socorro and Snn Antonio, a dis FIRST ADMINI8TRATIO IV
reau of Education. "Although popular tance of ten miles, is going ahead rap
8ENT TO CONGRES
CONDENSED FOR BU8Y
education lias made great strides since idly and much of the grading has al
PRESIDENT,
PEOPLE.
American occupation, It still has
ready been finished.
all
to
before
Km
Bcnlot.l
go
long way
reaching
(WUra Nmpipcr Unjoi
The New Mexico Cattle and Horse
children," the report says.
Growers' Association will hold Its an
(Wot tern Nwgpiper Union Newi Affile.)
WESTERN
The Near East Issue between Greece nual meeting at Farmlngton August
The steamer Queen, which was reWashington, June 24. Unrestrl
and 26. The farm bureau picnic will
ported disabled and drifting off the and Nationalist Turkey must be set be held on
for the secretory of tl
authority
fUlfJw Hi
same
the
dates,
Oregon coast, was taken In tow by the tled on the field of battle and not in
in refunding the approximate
treasury
Jesus Medina has been acquitted at
steamer Johanna Smith, and brought the peace chamber, according to
the
allied
owed
by
ly $10,000,000,000
to San Francisco. The Queen, which Smyrna telegram received In London,
Taos, N. M., on the charge of assault nations to tills country was asked by e
bat about 140 passengers and a crew quoting Dr. Stratos, an official of the ing Dr. Horatio Taylor, Presbyterian President Harding In the first admin
of fifty, was on her way from Seattle Greek government. Dr. Stratos hus mission doctor, near Dixon last full, istration bill sent to Congress,
"f
Just arrived at Smyrna, at the head of as the physician was driving along the
to San Francisco.
The bill, drafted at the Treasury De caie as
committee
a
Greek
road.
parliamentary
Capt. Itaold Aniundson and his band
partment, was forwffrded by the Presi ever was a conflrmeff
of Arctic explorers have been rescued which U going to the front
The annual convention of the Ari dent to chairman of Senate and House one of them, and I
from the frozen north after a
Great Britain and France, sitting as zona Lumber Men's Club was held at committees with urgent recommenda have been one yet If
battle with the elements follow- a Jury, have failed again to determine Flagstaff with wholesale and retn.ll tions for enactment. It was intro for this Tanlac.
"The first we heard of
ing the disabling of their polar ship, Germany' fate. The conferences be lumber men from all sections "f Ari duced Immediately In the Senate by
Maude. Amundsen and his men were tween Lord Curzon and Premier Brl- zona, Texus, New Mexico and Cali- Senator Penrose and committee hear
....a mien iiij lauici ouVertlsement In tha tumors frntr,
landed safely at Nome, Alaska, ac- and In Paris came to an end with the fornia in attendance.
ings ordered.
he knew In Tpntluaaoa
whn i
cording to message reaching Sun Upper Slleslan situation and the Rhine
With the largest enrollment In the
Complete powers for settling with
Francisco.
customs barrier unchanged. Lord Cur history of the Noniml University at the allied nations would be vested by friends of his and he knew what tl
said about it was the truth, so he g
The Imperial Council of the Mystic zon argues strongly for dissolving the Las Vegas, N. M., Prof. Jonathan
r
Secretary Mellon. With the President's it
Shrine In the closing session of Us customs barrier, declaring Germany
right away and began taking
and the bonrd of regents are hav
to
authorized
be
he
would
convention at Des Moines appropri- has shown her good faith by making ing a hard time finding quartern for approval,
the securities of debtor or other Well, sir, it acted Just like magicaccept
.Eatonlc is the:
,
ated $10,000 for relief of flood suffer- the first reparations payment. "Good the 1,200 students which have been en- nations In
notices the change In fa
in"
exchange for their notes. everybody
to stop twrfw-rjtlier. Why, be Is Just like a different Wd
ers In Pueblo, Colo. Only one member faith," retorted lirlnnd contemptuous rolled.
ffntT It has been
ohtoson.
The bill also would confer unlimited
of El Jebel patrol of Denver attended ly, "hasn't paid us a franc yet."
to the table nnd
inun
ots
The first quarterly meeting of the authority to defer payment of interest ents add asits down
nVous spells," writwmay
like
Btomach
farmhand. Only yesterday
the concluve there nfter f23,OO0 that
home of New Mexico Cattle and Horse Grow or principal, and to settle outstanding
ancestral
manor,
Sulgrnve
he ate pork and turnips for his dinner of
was raised for sending the whole outremoving we
Jeering on
was rededicuted at ers .ssociation s executive board was claims aguinst the United States.
and ate so much we were actually help in Buch cases by
fit was turned over entirely to flood the Wnshingtons,
u
helu at the Aragon hotel In Mngdulena
bec
with
A
administration
of
the
Northamptonshire,
Sulgrave,
Announcement
afraid he was going to overdo the cause of the misery,
relief committee In Pueblo.
tne
elaborate ceremonies itfter Its restora June 20. Muny problems connected refunding plun was made at the White
out,
carries
an
up
he
but
and
thing,
said
dl
he
John
laughed
gest
Because,
nothing
Schnier, tion, at a cost of f50,000, to the state with the stock raising in '.ustry were
the
snld,
A
gasrs and keep
or
House, and a letter from Secretary hurt him now and that he was hungry
farmer, "couldn't or wouldn't" pay In which it existed three centuries taken up.
gans lKaturnl working
Mellon to the President, outlining the nnd expected to eat and make
him $115 he claimed was due him, Will
for
up
tablet
ago. The marquis of Cambridge, broth
Blsliee and Tombstone claim the dis bill, presented needs for the blanket lost time.
,1 tulyto trine w."
Maddox, farm hand, shot und killed er of
box
Mary, gave the principal tinction of having the most typically powers requested.
Queen
when
a medicine will do gunran uee.
"Now,
the former at his farm near Pender,
address. He asserted the fundamental western titles for streets. Tombstone
No plans for disposition of the se
things like that I think people ought
Maddox
Neb.
then forced George
.
DARKER3
tl
solidarity of the peoples of the em points with pride to Tough Nut street, curities was given by Secretary Mel to know about it, and I want to say
Koln, Sclmter's uncle, who was visiting
and the republic and declaring on which the county courthouse and lon. Senator Penrose said lie presumed
plre
now that I would not give one
right
the farm, to drive him toward West
the day's event n good augury for the Jail are located and Sweet Nut street. they would be offered to American bott'c of Tanlac for all the other
Point, but a posse overtook them near future. The exercises were arranged One of
the principal thoroughfares of bankers and the public at times and in medicines and health resorts In the
Pender and Maddox surrendered.
Tit
the Sulgrave Institution, organized lilsbee Is Tombstone Canon. Another quantities without disturbance of
by
country put together,"
Vhe Paulsen ranch at Lewiston, the to foster friendship between Great bears the title of Brewery Gulch.
Tanlac
is
sold
by leading druggists
beifvm In Trinity county, California, Britain and the United States.
The administration bill was received everywhere. Advertisement.
Three complaints, containing charges
ha"Vt-- Si0ld for 150,000 to Lewis Gowith
C&SNZRAL
apmost
leaders
of
by
Republican
forgery, embezzlement and attemptrilla.; an Oroville gold miner, who will
de
'elson Kelly, aviator, of Chicago, re- - ing to utter a fictitious note, have proval. Some Democrats, however,
turn the alfalfa fields of the ranch
A word to the wise is sufficient;
been filed in Phoenix Justice Courts clared they would oppose any grant of the
in
s
of
his
but
down
to
$1
the
,600.000
airplane,
get
possession
upside
difficulty lies In finding out who I yWk. I I Bar a barffttnr
to
debt
allied
on
the
wad ItwoeA tn Bllmmnn tho nnlipa agulnst Fred J. Wright, proprietor of unlimited power
are.
placer gold which the lug of the prosin
and
the secretary of the treasury,
iio It. He made a forced
landing on the Phoenix detective agency of his.
pector's drill holes says Is there. The
were
Ae land of an Eranston farmer, who name. W arrants have been Issued for timations of. a similar position
farm of 300 acres Is split by the Trinsome
Republicans.
given
by
arrest
the
of
claim
to
laid
the
when
last
Wright, who,
plane as a "gift from
ity river, which will furnish water for
President Harding wrote Chairman
heard from, was in Herniosillo, Mexico.
the heavens."
the dredging operations.
Penrose of the Senate finnnce commit
One
Water
was
Uncle
of
more
Sam's
submarine
flowing
through
WASHINGTON
tee and Chairman Fordney pf the
The new Volstead bill designated to chasers which helped fight enemy craft thun half of the town of San Murclal, House ways and means committee that
as
a
in
be
M.,
two
In
the
re
is
to
result
of
used
breaks
war,
Nature Intended all creatures to that riH drive
air- during
make frv.lrhyi'riHCiJfment
"all the circumstances suggest the
the dikes on the Rio Grande. Po- from Lake Suand leave yojr blood Btreaa
, moving brook trout
nn
withstand
the normal oiianges
secreby
the
to
of brood powers
tight,
and transporting them to va- - ple were moved out of the flooded d'C rant
wild
a
seasons.
the
ishing and robust.
Yoxim?avr
handle
this
largely of perior pviilllri
trensurv ,to
altUig Lite uUe
iiClllgUU
uitiv mine large ei(;ws were wv,.Kllrg pfbliie; JJie
dry"
animal collapse from neat, did you ?
vi such a inn, rner as best to
wn0 nl.e rj.,u
S.S.S., ttg well known
coast
on the dikes north of the city to pre
for
purposes.
breeding
leunui uiiu.jironimtion en'orcemeiit If
the interests of our govern
wouldn't get "knocked out" ative, is fie for this; ge
protect
People
vent
them
out
and
'the
to
carried
going
flooding
Use of dynamite halted a fire at
xtreme, may def,.t lis mvil
ment"
our
either, if they had the
druggist
ends. The bill not only ..i,i, riroliwitj Camp Merrltt near Hackensuck, N. J., entire town. The flood water did uot
"I hope your committee and Con
the
Jhen write us.abo.
reach
business
vitality animals get from
district.
the prescription of beer lis1
which destroyed 200 empty barracks
gress," the letter continued, "will find
their blood,
condition.
add)
but
Justice of Uie Peace Nut T. McKee it
lay down new mid drastic mid threatened residences nearby. The
consistent promptly to sanction such
Chipf Medical
Bich, wholesome blood
regulations for the use of .industrial fire was the third at Camp Merrltt of Phoenix has dismissed the case an net as that which Is suggested. If
843
Swift Lab'
alcohol.
gives bodily vigor, and if
within the last few months. Original- against Den 11. Clark, former deputy the Congress will promptly sanction
Atlanta.. Ga
hot weather lays you low,
The louse hns passed Representa- ly used as a debarkation base for over state land commissioner of Arizona. such a grant of authority, the secre
send ;aou
start now to fortify your
tive Jttuidell's bill to penult equitable seas troops, the camp was abandoned Although five complaints were filed tary may proceed to the prompt exeradvice suited to
1
with
a
tonic
good
vitality
apportionment of the water supply of several months ago and the bnrracks against Clark, alleging that he had cise of the powers granted to him and
dividuaj case.
the Colorado river among Arizona sold to a Chicago contracting firm, committed Illegal acts while he hold we reasonably may expect a satisfacHER LOVE DREAM SHATTERED
NOT HARD
California,
Colorado, Nevada, New Police believe all three of the fires the state office, his preliminary hear- tory handling of the obligations due
ing was held on one charge only, that and thee laims of our government
Mexlon, Utuh and Wyoming. The meas were of incendiary origin.
Naughty George's Late Hours Respon. Probably Leste.
ure now goes to the Senate. In favorThe Pullman Company lost its open of withholding records belonging to the which are awaiting settlement."
sible for the Ache in Heart
mined Wit
.office from his successor.
ably reporting the bill the Judiciary
before
the
United States
of Young Wife.
His P
committee said it had been assured shop fight
The
eight-milof
the
draw
problem
Dream.
Finds
Father's
Body Through
"there was no question of navigation Railroad Labor Board In Chicago which lias been bothering the road
Two men
The mother of the young husband
Dickinson, N. D, A dream vision In
or water power involved in the legis- when the board upheld the contention builders of Chaves
county, N. M for which he suw the spot where his fa- went to the bridal nest, and found her been born, am,
lation." Provision la made that a com- of union labor that the company had many years will soon be solved
by the ther's body luy led Raymond Everetts, duuirhter-ln-luin tears.
to the bar,
part must be entered Into by represen- not obeyed "the letter and spirit" of construction of a big cement spillway
a cil
21, to discover the spot, according to
"My child," she gasped, "what Is elected
tatives of the seven states before Jan. the transportation act when It con- at Roswell. For many
years every searchers and the lad's relatives. Tom the matter? Has anything happened last he went
1, 1928, with a representative of the ferred with its employes In mass meet
time there was a big rain and the
was. And the V?
federal government participating In ings. The board threw out the com flood waters came down this was Everetts, the father, was one of three to George?"
"No." sobbed the young wife; "but obituary as long
men drowned by a flood near Medora.
In
the
a
cut
for
the
wages washed out and for a time the road
negotiations.
Any
agreement pany's petition
The other
He's taken
Several years ago the mnn announced ny heart is
reached would not be binding until of its shop employes and instructed it would be Impassable but with
the aid
st(nn of MlS.&u
ratified by the legislatures of all to go back and meet the "duly elected of the highway commission the entire the death of an aunt, according to rel- lo stopping out late at night!"
What, already!" said his mother,
atives, several hours before a telegram
states and by Congress.
representatives" of the employe.,
draw will be cemented.
consternutlon.
"It doesn't scm
confirmed his prophecy.
Seven
firemen were killed and fif
Permission to make the first photoHow late does he stop out r,
Andrew B. Stroup of Albuquerque
possible.
"HllBss,arrS.iJ);"
graph of President Harding seated In teen were Injured In a collision be received his commission as
dear very late?"
out by 'hnh
supervising
V.
Army Planes Crash.
his desk in the executive offices has tween fire apparatus and a Jersey federal
Well," said the bride, "you
prohibition agent for the borbeen granted to Benjamin Grey of Central railroad train at Perth Amboy, der district.
Washington. Two of the lending he usually leaves his office
Nw York, a wounded soldier, trained New Jersey. The accident occurred
army fliers, dipt. H. T. Douglas and past five. ' The night before
According to reports received In Sil
In photography by the federal voca- at the Market street crossing.
The
Lieut. M. J. Plumb, were drowned In didn't get home
jx
ver
from
the Gila country, the
City
tional educational system. The ap- fire apparatus had reached the center
buy ufter a collision oi lust night," she sobbed bit
Chesapeake
wheat
this
season
will
crop
1
be
to
when
of
track
the
the
up
train
struck.
their planes during a bombing raid off night It was a quarter to se
pointment was made by Chairman
Kihn of the House military commit- The fifteen injured were taken to a the standard but the struw will be Tangier island. Reports to the War shall I do?"
much
shorter
than
that of Inst lear Department from Langley field, Va.,
tee.
hospital.
John Fallis, Frankfort, Ky., grocer, The wheat Is now heading and if the said the accident was one of the most
Opulence,
who shot six persons while resisting weather continues warm the cutting peculiar on record. Lieutenant Plumb
Parke Well, I've Just
enewal of the Amlo-Jan- will start about the first of July. Owfor Interfering In an altercation
was dropping bombs and Captain Doug- siderable Increase In my 1
arrest
latr.Ktefiil tn the
between a policeman and Fallis' son, ing to the Increased acreage many of las was observing the raid from above.
Lane Wonderful! Mus'j r
the farmers have been purchasing new Plumb's
Sheldon, Aus- escaped during the night from the
plane had Just dropped a help.
and
binders
other
to
take
machinery
combination grocery store and dwellbomb and was climbing when it struck
"It is. It has iextei
youMieryaieiuoii riiig where It was believed he had bar- - care of the crop.
Captain Douglas' machine, cutting oft so much that my. w
an Tor a conference
In the Superior Court of Graham; its tall.
ricadiyi'iilniself. Fallis apparently left
debt twice as miel
Brltt4 Ambassador Geddeg be the Dtulldlng before the officers had an county, at Safford, Ariz., W. F. Lath,1
Life.
fore goln, to England to attend the
opportunity to surround It.
former
rop,
manager of the Safford.
Woods Manager Sues for $745,433.
Imperial conference.
Two submarines flying the Irish re branch of the Gila Valley Bank arid
A bill has been filed in
Chicago.
Differences between Major General
publican flag maintain an undersea Trust Company, who had plead guilty Superior Court here by W. C. Proctor
Mcnoher and Brigadier General Mit- passenger service between this country to the embezzlement of some $20,OOQ
of Cincinnati, former chairman of the
chell, chief and assistant chief, re- and Ireland for officials and agents of of the bank's funds, was given an lnt- Leonard Wood
national campaign
of
determlnent
sentence
the
Irish
the
to
Cham
air
service,
army
republic, according
spectively,
by Judge
Capt
committee, asking an accounting and
have been "sotlsifarlly" composed B. J. Shanley, wounded veteran of the bers, the minimum period of Imprlsonl money decree to compel
;
eight other orby Secretary WeeX General Meno-he- r Sixty-nintregiment of New York. He ment In the state penitentiary at Flor-(- i ganizers to reimburse $745,433 as their
has withdrawn Wis letter request Is also secretary of the New York ence being one year. The bank was share in the $813,200 expenses of the
ing the relief of General Mitchell from council of the American Association protected by a bond and hns been paid
committee in promoting General Wood
his assignment, it was said, at the re for the Recognition of the Irish 'Re- the full amount of the defalcation by for Republican candidate for Presi
the bonding company,
public.
quest of Secretary Weeks.
dent.
The Porter peace resolution has
Whether the Central Bank of Phoc
Austria haft signed the protocol of
wo Sleuths Shot in Chicago Fight.
the permanent court of international been sent to conference by the Senate nix will reopen for business will l
"a&iactfve
Eachtfolden tfranrile'oF
)
Justice under the League of Nations. for adjustment of the differences be- determined shortly,
hlcngo. Two of Chicago's most efaccording
wheat and
tween that measure and the Knox reso- Charles W. Fairfield, state
fieicBut detectives were shot and probHC
barley
lilC 11,.. VJ
HlhllULVIJ
ven have accented the clause for lution adopted recently by the Senate.
of banks, who has return'! ably flLtully wounded in a running butnutriment for body
r. An
J...lnJl.lln
tle witlTW three negro highwaymen. DeIinuiaULV .lui
mi uiuiuu- - The Semite voted formally to disagree from New York from u series of
lamtiiun m
Serve
direct
with the amendment of the House,
with the surety companls tectives! John Hogan and Thomas Denair-tiglunch.
for
breakfast
packet
which
out
the
.Knox
struck
and
draft
ipt.
vitally Interested.
nis, liolJfli crack shots, interrupted three
According to Crop Statistician It. ?. baiidlti; as they were about to hold uf
Uaj. lien, reyton u. fliiircn, cmer oi substituted the Porter draft.
Crisp-Delicious-- No
nff of the nrmy', will retire from uc- Approximately two thousand' miners Hare, the wheat production for Net a gasoline station. Without warning
the bnlmlits opened fire, dropping both
service on Nov. 1. He will be suc- - employed by the Oliver Mining Com Mexico this season will be over
General Pershing on July 1 pany on"the Mesaba range In Minne
bushels, this amount being divldeS HogioJ, nnil Dennis. From their posl
leave at that time until sota have been laid off. This action about equal between the spring ard tlon on the ground the detectives
ikes offct. SerTotnr fa In line with a general curtailment of winter crons. The total acreage of the opej led fire and shot and killed one
the bandits.
working forces.
j state Is over 00,000.
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THE WOODS

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
By F. A. WALKER
ihliuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiHiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiii

DWEXDEXT OX OTHERS.
DID you

ever stop to realize how

you are upon the
thoughts and efforts of your fellow

.,
sideration.
The money would be worth nothing
to you for there would be no person
from whom you could buy.
Ymi oonlri not even be charitable
and give it away for there would be
v
none ' 'accept It.
fvould hnppen to yon then
In a lesser measure every
'

suppose you are a millionaire with plenty of money and a desire
to spend it, we will say, for a beautiLet us

ful home.

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

THE PATH.

WINDS its way along-- the shaded hill,
Disdaining distance, sacking only
eaae.
It turns aside to Ungsr by a rill,
And
It climbs a slope to rest beneath the

IT

either toll or money, you would
trees
that" scores and scores of people naa
Or breathe the perfume of a Summer
been hidlrectly in your employ and
breeze.
working In your behalf.
haste a thing unHere time
And, on the other hand, you have
known
the sntlsfncMnn of knowlne if you do The hot, straight highway for, the craze
an honest day's work that you have
of speed;
The path is made for them who walk
labored to help scores of others. .

.

men?
Did you ever try to imagine Just
what would happen to you If you were
luff nlmio nn this round dobe with all
It Is the lack of recognition given
and all Its
its wealth, all Its resources
'
the fact that we are all dependent
to
...
possibilities?
unon the other that leads to our'
each
in
It might teach you a lesson
troubles. It is that that pits
greatest
conhumility if you gave it the proper

alone,
Whose Ood Is Ntture, and the woods
their creed,
To follow blindly where the path may
lead.
mnlo it thus and so,
Nor north nor south nor east nor

capital against labor ana labor against
It tnnria.
capital. It Is that that causes the war It dips to kiss the pool where lilies grow,
between classes and the wars between It rises Joyously wnere ivy nenu
And meets In fond embraces with Its
nations.
friends.
If you fully recognized your Indebtedness to your fellow man, you would Through brooding branches and embrold-- "
leaves
want to help him because by doing so ThAered
.unflhina nUnrn In a erolden rain.
you would be Indirectly helping your- Transforms the tufted weeds U shining
self.
sheaves.
If everybody in the world set out The tangled grass to waving harvest
to gouge and cheat everybody else in Thegrain,
marshy muskeg to a purple plain.
the world, it would be oniy a short
a path of velvet from the loom
This
is
time before there would be utter chaos,
never
Bummer.
Of droning
and
morally.
commercially,
hand
It is because only a comparative Wove such a pattern, bright with rose
abloohl
few try at one time to get all they
Along Its border. Never artlBt planned
can regardless of methods or results
This brilliant carpet flung across the
that keeps the world on an even keel
and society from toppling to destrucprinces leave their castles, kings
'
tion.
their thrones.
walk these sylvan
And unattended
The more we recognize that we must
muse beside this heap of
rely and depend upon each other, the They pause to
stones
we
for
the
have
higher consideration
More beautiful than all the granite piles
good of the world as a whole and the
Beared with slow labor on their ample
to
more nearly we come
miles.
being truly

Suppose again that the masons and
the carpenters and the plasterers and
the hundred and one other artisans
whose lmndlwork go into a fine home,
refused to accept your money or do
your work. How would you get your
'
home?
You might by dint of hard work
build yourself a shelter, but It would
not be at all what you wanted nor in
x
civilized.
the least what you could afford.
You see, then, that although vou
Ood in Ills wisdom made no one abwere a millionaire, you are dependent solute.
The only such power that has ever
for your home comforts upon the willbeen bestowed has been placed and
ing efforts of others.
"'.
recognized by subjects who thought
Suppose, on the other hand, that they needed to be ruled, which was a
poverty-strickeconclusion not very complimentary to
you are a poor man, not
but poor In the sense of mod- themselves.
ern fortunes.
It is really worth while for you to
You have saved a few hundred dolthink for a few minutes on what an
lars, bought n bit of ground and wish Inefficient and Incompetent being you
to build yourself a home.
are when you divorce yourself from
tt hnF- - all outside aid. It will help you to
Tn
v.l
tn
...
11
uv If viMI hflVO
iv An
uiiirri
row money. Suppose the bank, or the be meek and In the greatest sermon
ever preached it was said, "Blessed
building association, or whatever
apply' to just plainly are the meek for they shall Inherit
;i:y y3Vrefuses
to loan you a the earth."
iMCprfly
"r""
(Copyrigm..;
penny.
You will find yourself In the same
wns
predicament that the millionaire
in. You cannot have the kind of
linmo vmi want and can afford. You
are dependent on others for that.
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land-No-

solemn splendor of the silent wood,
More dear you are than all the haunts
of men;
For never mortal In your presence stood
And listened to the whisper of the glen
But songs forgotten sang to him again.
hears,
Perhaps It Is his mother's voice hecroon
of her cradle
The faint
ended
the
down
him
sends
groping
That
Sweet,

years

boon,
To find some
June.
To find again" some
sun,
Then, by the magic of the shade and
Of tree and rose and brook and verdant

sod.
This world shall seem to be that other
one
Where feet walk never, yet where souls
have trod
And he shall hold communion with his
God.
(Copyright.)

SCHOOL DAYS

Vverv mornlmr when you eat your
breakfast you are eating, in pan, me
labor of hundreds of men ana women.
N't... n nthaa v.vll
..v..., Tllf RIlftPN VIIU
nuillto Jwu WO(ir
walk in, me nai uuu nuenui jui
head, all the necessities, to say notn-ln- g
of the luxuries, you enjoy are the
fruit of your dependence upon other

FOR SUMMER WEAR

If You Need a Medic.118

Abundance of Sport Silks for COOL BLOUSE"
Skirts, Blouses, Frocks.

Have too ever stopped to reason whr
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten?
The
reason is plain the article did not fuhill
This
the promises of the manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation
that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
n endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent
drupiiist says "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roopreparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
and
According to sworn statements
verified testimony of thousands who hive
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills alin
most every wish
overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments: corrects uri
nary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Root
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores.

Lovely as June foliage Is the variety of sport silks for skirts, blouses
and frocks.
Satin, in the most exquisite shades, sport crepe of a heavy
quality, blocked for the occasion, canton crepe In pastel tints, and elaborate
weaves are among the attractive materials.
The organdies this season are of
fine quality and wide variety of
shade. Formerly one was fortunate
to get each individual color, but this
season there are several shades of
each obtainable.
Five tones of pink are shown, ranging from flesh to sea shell, to peach
salmon and light rose. The blues aud
yellows are likewise varied and the
tans and browns are popular.
The spotted organdies are exquisitely dainty, especially the white and
vivid red dots. Green and orange on
a background of white make a pretty
effect, and there are some delightful
little' patterns with a foundation of
tan or cream that are interesting.
Dresses of simple charm are easily
created from demure ginghams and
ihe domestic patterns are as lovely

as

the Imported

designs,

SWEATER

COAT

FOR SPORTS

S

'

JJ

i'lulMVi

AU fan chips or soap powders
should be thoroughly dissolved In boiling water before being used In the
laundry. Sometimes washing preparations that are harmless If used Iv
this way eat the clothes If allowed
to rest In undissolved bits on the
material.

s

Millinery Fashions.
The prediction thnt big hats would
be the mode of the season seems In a
fair way of being realized, despite the
way some women cling to the smaller
now to be
This sweater coat of novel weave shapes. Some of the hats
will find much favor for cool days at seen on Fifth avenue, New York, suggest a comparison to a cartwheel.
the seashore or for sport occasions.
yenr it was the large straw hat, but
tills year the styles are to be far more
Slip-oSweaters.
to be seen in
The slln on sweater is still consid general and shapes are
tulle. The light
ered quite chic and Is. But how hair, malines and
to glycerin oslender one must be to look really frames lend themselves
trich and flower trims.
well In this style

By JESSIE ROBERTS

fun
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FARM VVIFERY.
famous land army of women
took to agriculture under
the stress of war demands Is now dis
reSome of Its
banded.
It very poor,
markably good, some
as Is the case with s.iost mundane
But one ImV.v.stlng fact is
things.
.'men seem to
noted. Tills Is that
than men.
do better with anlmwith
Women are especl.: y vu!"-bl- o

THE

ork-wa-

expt..

high-grad-

iv

.;:.!.

NEW SPORT HATS ARE SMART

They

are willing to mouier me young, rj
take a world of trouble to save an ail- fane."
ing calf or lamb or chicken or turkey,
or to nurse a sick adult animal. They
'
work with more affection for their
rule with men.
Is
the
than
charges
And affection appears to be an exwife-r- y
cellent commercial factor. Farm
pays.
Many girls are beginning to take
courses in the various agricultural
schools and colleges all over the country with a real ambition to take up
gome form of farming. Advice from
resnnnsible source seems to indicate

cattle will
blooded
Girls who are
fields.
in such matters, and, who
nave a liking for the work, can look
forward to success.
prove

poultry,

prr.-in-

But an Important development that

may be helped by judicious advertising and education Is the employment
of women Instead of men in large establishments that are given to the
raising of fine breeds on a large scale.
Qnce the women have proved their
worth in such positions they will find
It an Interesting and profitable profes'
Valizlng sion.
the advisability of their
(Copyright)
on animal raising. Small sheep farms,

ok Lfook

Eas
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Health le possible to almost every child.
But it Is within reach of children of
all circumstances, only as they' are aided
must look for
by adults to whom they
Intelliresponsible care and an' earnest.
gent Interest in child welfare.

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
JUICE a teaspoonful at
OltANGE strained free from all
refreshpulp, Is a most delightful and
It
ing drluk for very young children. nor
should be given neither before
Immediately after milk.
The acida la fruit play an Important
role in destroying those germs whichand cause auto lntoxicacreate gases
..
i.
ItMnnm
and nt the same time are a natural
laxative.
As children suffer with their teeth,
L

a

Why, of Course Not!
Muntpp ttn hutlprl Hut wliv tin vmi

want to Ret married, Jones?
Jones wan, sir, i uon c want my
name to die out. Punch (London).

Important to Mothers
Vvn rvilnn noKaflllln QVOfV hntflo Af"
CASTOHIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of (
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Another Excuse.
That button Is still off.
Yes, dear, I am economizing
on threud.
Hub
Wife

Cigarette
seal the
In
To
delicious Burley
tobacco flavor.

It's Toasted

n

s

'

fine,

Injured.

White cottons or linen clothes mny
be soaked to advantage all day oi
over night, writes a correspondent.
It Is a mistake to think thnt woolens
cannot be soaked nt nil., Soak them
of ammonia In
In a weak solution
'wirely warm water for half an hour.
.This Wlir !inture the woolen aud
will make it easier to uo)i
All clothes should be turned lnt,u
Wash the outside
out In washing.
first, then turn the clothes, wash on
the inside and leave turned tills way
for drying. If you use a washing machine, a good plan Is to soap thj
clothes right side out and then turn
them as they are put Into the washing

SAVE SHOES AND STOCKINGS
They will last twice ait long If you Hhakt
Into Vonr Khooa ALLEN'S FOOT KASK,
the powder for tha feet. It takei the friction from the shoe and elves aulck relief to
wol-leCorns, Bunions, Callounea, more, aching.
tender feet. Shake Allen' Foot Ease
Into your nhoea and enjoy tha bltis of feet
without an ache.

pnchlne.

Illl'i
THE GIRL ON THE JOB
How to Succeed How to Get
Ahead How to Make Good

Woolens May Be Soaked in Weak
Solution of Ammonia and Not
Be

JIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11IIIIIII1IIIIIIIMIIII
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Old Penalties Inadequate.
'Why don't you Crimson gulch men
hang an automobile thief the same as
you used to do with a horse thief?"
'We've discussed it," said Cactus
Joe; "hut we came to the conclusion
that linngin' is too good for him."

lied and white checks in all sizes
are favored and they promise to be
very popular during the coming warm
months.
Black stripes in plaid ginghams
make clever designs and are especially
attractive when combined with yellow
shades.
Vivid green
and lavenders with
black create delightful effects, and
there are mnny tiny pin checks sponsored by fashionable women.
Cool and charming for summer is
Dimity, plnin and tinted organdie,
this blouse of grass green silk, emFrench voile, filet net, dotted Swiss
broidered with lilies of the valley.
and linen for sport suits are all represented In the varied display of
LAUNDRY HINTS TO REMEMBER
smart summer materials.

people.
If you could analyze your needs for
one day and count the human beings
that labored to satisfy them with

I

SUMMER

Canton Crepe in Pastel Tints and
Elaborate Weaves Among the
Attractive Materials.

If

r

FOR

You Should Have tlio Best

when the little gums are swollen and
Inflamed, a drink of cool water will
give them much relief.
Water should not be Iced but cool
enough to be palatable, either summer
or winter and the amount each Individual should take depends largely
If one eats
upon the food eaten.
freely of Juicy fruits, succulent vegr
etnbles and drinks much milk, less
water will be required. But even a
very young baby should, be given frequent drinks of cold water.
A Juicy, good flavored apple Is better
than medicine, and should be eaten
daily and oftener. Scraped apple may
'
be given to bahles.
To keep the body in good condition
drink freely of water before retiring
and early in the day. The water may
be hot or cold, suiting the needs of
the individual.

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS j
"ZOUAVE."

to the World war, one
most dreaded branches
of the French army was the
Zouaves, a corps which was famous for its reckless bravery
and fearless courage ts It was
conspicuous by reason of the
bright red and very baggy trousers which It wore. The progress
and the
of military science
great increase In the range of
modern rifles rendered the red
uniform a target for ail sharpshooters, so the scarlet trousers
had to be replaced by a less conspicuous attire.
But the .Zouaves, aa a corps,
continued to live up to their
reputation for daring a reputation responsible for their name,
a somewhat more civilized renof the
dering of the
Zouaouas, cn extremely warlike
nation In Africa. The first levy
of Zouaouas was raised in 1830
awl was
by General Clausel
originally composed of . native
African soldiers with French officers.
Gradually, the natives
were displaced by adventure-lovin- g
Frenchmen and, In 1841,
the corps consisted of three battone of which has
alions-ach
carved i niche for Itself in the
Parisian hall of fame.

PRIOR

tribe-nam- e

(Copyright)

(, utl,WesteniJ(wspaer
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Many of the Season's Modes Designed
to Be In Keeping With Attractive Sweaters.
This Is crnlnc to be a sweater sea
son, and perhaps it was with this idea
In mind that many of the new hats
were designed.
Gay sport silks, stitched taffetas,
invalv embroidered fabrics, crisp or
smart
gandies, all conspire to make
hats for outdoor occasions.
Tnr ironnrnl wear there's a white
sport hat that will give wohderful
service, for It will combine wltn any
colored costume.
a vhitA fnllle silk hat that gained
distinction through black silk embroidnn of those null-oaffairs,
rolled up In the front and back, and
slightly pointed at the sides.
a soft crown unusually
Thom
becoming, but It was the simple de
sign of black silk that traced itsen
across the hat that was so original.
This hat is ideal to wear with any colored silk sweater or sport dress.
A hat that emphasizes the charm
jnd loveliness of a "Jeune fllle" Is
taffeta, deftly
created from
embroidered In silk a trifle darker in
shade. A rather large shape, with
crown and drooping
straw.
brim. Is faced with
a ilm nlnk ribbon Is drawn about
the crown and tied in the back with
little streamer dripping off the edge.
Just the thing to wear with a fresh
nine organdie frock or a pink silk
sweater.
lip-orviRn veliow oreandie formed one
a
luinty hat designed to accompany

ui

n

sky-blu- e

softly-gathere- d

pale-pin-

n

k

crene
silk sport
model
frock. It was a medium-sizewith a brim thnt drooped becomingly
and a soft crown.
frill that
There was a
bordered the brim, and a great sash
of the material that was drawn about
the crown and finished in a pretty
effect at the front.
Stitched silk hats are soft and may
be adjusted.) any becoming shape.
material at the front is
A bow of
the only trimming except for the rows
of tailored stitching. They are offered In ail the wanted sport shades.
vellow-nnd-whl-

TOO
LATE

.

Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

COLD MEDAL

tiny-flute- d

e

Early Summer Blouses.
Over the skirts slip the new summer
blouses, many of them forming their
own girdle. Others extend to the hips

in a smock or peplum effect. One pretty model Is a combination of plain and
printed Japanese crepe, the band
around the neck, the kimono sleeves
and the sides being of the figured fabric. Another smart blouse was of Assyrian blue and gray canton crepe. The
body of the blouse was made with a
bib effect front and back meeting on
the shoulder and extending to the hips.
This was of the blue crepe, while the
long kimono sleeves and the sides were
of the gray. The edges are piped In
gold silk.

The world's ittndard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric dd troubles the
National Remedy of Holland since 1694
Three sizes, all druggists.
era (Terr bos
look (or the nun Gold M.dl
aim! accspt no imitmtioo

Shave, Bathe and
Shampoo with one

Cuticura
Soap.
go.pl.tli.f.WfU.for.tf.tTrnor'lh.Tint

CoMetn

Diamonds
and

There's a tendency toward the wide
sleeve In everything. Sleeve ore
even seen on some of the newest eveThey are transparent,
ning models.
nlniy affairs.
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SUBSCRIBE NOW

The history of Samuel Gompers is
largely a history of organized' labor
Since 1881, with the exception of
one term, he has been president of
the American Federation of Labor,
which he was largely instrumental
in

organizing.
Friends of

NEW MEXICO

Mr. Monies de Oca is in charge
of Mexican consulates
from Laredo, Texas, to San Diego, Calif.,

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

along the border and north to Montana.
The consul general said most of
the 2,500 Mexicans in Fuebo, Col.,
suffering in soma way as a result of
the flood.

EAT AT THE

RED PLOT TO

do veioran labor
leader say he is the most active man
in the Uniited States, despite his 71
years. He traveled an average of
100 miles a day during 1920, one
trip being made by airplane to keep
an ftrtKafrement. Hardly a meal u
eaten without a conference going
on simultaneously and at times he Members of Russian Society Urged
has dictated statements as he ate.
to Seek Employment on Ves.
During the past year he has writen
sels and Overpower Crew.
and
books
four
fifty pamphlets. An.
other book is in the hands of his
New York, June 22. Appearance
pubishers.
Throughout the war he was active at sea of several American ships
in preventing strikes and assuring within the last few months was
labor cooperation in war work. Twice linked by New
York polloe tohe visited Europe making speeches night with plans revealed In raids
in behalf of the war and participating on radical headquarters a year and
tn the peace conference, The ellogan, a half ago, for the seizure of these
is vessels at sea and "their diversion
"No peace without victory,"
He was to Russian soviet ports.
credited to Mr. Gompers.
chairman of the labor commission
Poice said they were informed
of the national council of defense 'through certain confidential chanIduring the war, president of the nels," that officials of the Union of
American Aliance for Labor and Russian Workers
of
the United
Democracy and chairman of the com- States and Canada, an organization
at since broken up, had urged its unmission on International labor
the peace conference. ,
employed members to seek employla addition ito his administrative ment on American ships, overpower
Mr. Gompers the crew and direct the vessels to
work as president,
edits the American Fereratlonist, a Russia.
directs labor's
All their
monthy publication,
Information, together
efforts to obtain favorable legislation with the literature and documents
at Washington and keeping in touch seized, poice salld, was turned over
with labor activities
throughout 19 the department of justice.
So far as Is known these plans
the country.
With the exception of this year were never put into executloa prior
and in 1894, when John McBride, a to the raids, but police said they
mine wirker, was elected president, formed the chief subject ol dis:uf.
Mr. Gompers has bad virtually no slon at several meetings of the Russian organization.
opposition for
He married Sophia Juian of New
The organization, pojice declared,
York city early in life. After her was composed llargely of Russian
Mrs.
Gertrude anarchists who used the union labor
death he married
of Zanesville, movement as a camouflage. Their
Gleaves Neuscbeler
Ohio, In April of this year,,
headquarters were repeatedly raidMr. Gompers ed by the
Born in England,
police in 1919 and 1920
came' to America when 13 years olid. and numerous arrests made. Ev.m.
Working as a cigar maker, he orga, tually the majority of those arrest- were deported to Russia.
nized en international cigar makers
umion in 1864 and was secretary and
president for six year, Yf was in 011, STRIKE REPORTED
connection T'Vva this work that nt
IN SANTA CRCZE COUNTY
became lntereted in the larger
Jn
the
movement, whih resulted
Nogales, Ariz., June 28. Drllers
organization of the federation,
at work on the Wolferton ranch, on
O
the east side pf the Whetstone
MEXICANS LEAVE
mountains (n Suntq, Cru
county,
struck oil toay according, to renort"
AT RATE F

Magdalena Cafe

SEIZE SHIPS IS

Catron County is now a reality and the fondest wishes
of its people have been realized. It is today an integral
take
part of the great state of New Mexico, and will soon
its place among the best and most progressive counties of
the commonwealth. It is the duty of every citizen, and e&
its
pecially every taxpayer to know what is going on at
with the
county capital' and the only way you can keep up
is
read
the
officials
to
proceed'
proceedings of the county
of public trans
records
and
the
the
of
commissioners
ings
actions affecting the county as they occur. This can best
be done by reading every issue of The Reserve Advocate
It will be published at the county capital and contain all
proceedings of the county officials. It will be published
without fear or favor, and will comment as it sees fit on
every public act. The Advocate is devoted to the interests
of Catron County. Its editor will be behind every movement for the betterment of its people and will work early
and late to help make it the best county in. the state-Ourepresentatives are now on the ground and you
will be solicited to do your part in making it a paper for
the people of Catron County, a paper that will stay with
the people in every move to better conditions.
r

SUBSCRIBE NOW
TAX-EXEMP-

.

BONDS

T

Much complaint about
securities is being
heard in certain quarters based on the contention that they
are the source of unfair competition with other classes of
paper. In 1918 there were enough men in the United States
with taxable incomes above $300,000 a year to make a total
of nearly one billion dollars of such incomes on which they
s.
By 1920 the number of
paid income taxes and
incomes reported for taxation at above $300,000 had fallen
off 53 per cent! And the total of taxable incomes in these
large units had dropped from $992,000,000 to $392,000,000';
What had happened in those two vars? What had
wiped out more than half of the wintry's
The answer is
and reduce their incotK1" by
ine multimilliorias had transferred their investments to
e
bonds.
Under the existing circumstances there seems to be
little reason for making
e
farm loan bonds more st
tractive to investors than they now are and placing the bur
e'en of the added interest charge on the people.
tax-exem- pt

sur-taxe-

multi-millionair- es

two-third- s?

tax-fre-
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DISCOVERED

,

10,000 A MOisTH

Denver, June 21.

Mexicans have

Leen leaving the United
Mexico at the rate of

States for

turning from the well brought samples of the product of the well. The
oil was struck at a depth of 320
feet.
TWS is believed to be the first
oil ever struck in Arizona.
Patagonia, a small town near
where the
drjlling pepurred, is
greatly excited over the strike, A
number of residents of that town
left for the well as soon as word
of the success was received. S
eral companies being formed there
to locate fends for drilling im the vl.
clnlty of the Wolferton ranph.
Geologists here and at Patagonia
who have visited the new well say
that the oil! shale is the same as
that encountered in the oil fields
in the vicinity of Tampico, Mfexlco,

10,000 a
month since January 1, according
to Luis Montes de Oca, Mexican
consul1 general for the southwestern
section of the United States, who
is in Denver
with state
Now that the little fellow that mortgaged his last cow officials. Mostconferring
of thsse Mexicans,
to buy liberty bonds- and has been obliged to sell them at Mr. Montes de Oca said, are returnMexico by way of El Paso
85c to 90c on the dollar, is about out of the game, why not ing to
his headquarters.
make the bonds legal tender. It's a shame to see the bonds
Mexicans are leaving the United
States because of improved condi
of our glorous country below par, don't you think?
tions in their own country and be.
cause of the unemployment situation in the United States, the con- Bul
Ninety-fiv- e
our
cent
of
O
general said today. Many Mexi.
per
Congressional appropriaWlH be employed
cans,
however,
8PRINQERVILLE
REUNION
1
tions for 1920 were for past and future wars,
per cent in the sugar beet fields of the Rocky
The Springervllle
for 'education, 3 per cent for ordinary government purposes Mountain region, Mr. Montes de
Reunion last
and 3 per cent for federal improvements. How fortunate Oca said. He will visit every beet week was one pf the most successful
field where Mexicans are empoyed, ever pulled off In that enterprising
Germany was to get whipped and be disarmed.
be declared, to see what condition metropolis of western Arizona. Con- tetstants for Wild West honors were
his countrymen are In.
It Is the Intention of th Mexi- numerous and from distant points,
can government to establish con- and the "stunts"
they pulled off
law. You cannot
Zion City has a rigid Sunday-Closin- g
sulates in sections where Mexicans were a surprise to one who had never
even buy a dish of ice cream on Sunday, and I'll bet you have complained of peonage, the seen the Frontier sports, as well as
can't buy Epsom salts any time. Some people think they Mexican official sail. He announced very Interesting to those famalllar
the establishment of new consulates with frontier life, Many Tourists who
have religion when they are just bilious, that's all.
at Sweetwater and at Amarillo, Tex were making the overland trip stopas, following charge
made to the ped over for the celebration and
United States department of Justice enjoyed every minute of their stay.
Sherman was right, but the aftermath of this last war that Mexicans employed in west and The crowds were the largest in the
southern Texas were mistreated by history of this event, which Is held
'
is worse than that.
their emplloyers.
yearly at Sprlngervillie,
-

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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WE APPRECIATE
'

A.

'

WtUtm

V

YOUR PATRONAGE

COME IN AND

KIEHNE, President.

SEE US

ABB ALEXANDER,

J.

R. GAUNT,

Vice-Pre-

s.

Cashier

RESERVE STATE BANK

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

Respeptfujly solipits the business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our custpmers consistent with safe, conservative banking methods,'

If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs
And that

is.

"
COOLO

' '

Newipiper

Our drugs are pure, fresh, and. everything
you need is carried in stock,

We also

of patent medicines,,, Toijft
Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found
h'ave. a fuU ling

in an up to date

Pharmacy.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

Our Boy is

Union

fcjgft

what you will always find at this Drug

Store.

By Charles Sughroe

V

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

SERVICE

U. S.

j.

tax-fre-

GOOD

ALL THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

-

UoUUt

l&s(m) 0

I
'

1!

a Hard

Snoozer!

S

THE RESERVE

TIED TO TOBACCO
Prohibition

of Weed Would Mean
Big Financial Loss to
Allied Trades.

WHO

Also large selection of the
latest in net and
organdie sashes.
Have you seen our new
stock of Infants' wear?

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

AND

HOT AXD COLD RUNNING WATIOH

STEAM HEATED

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A.

FUNKE,

PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO FLEASE OUR PATRONS

THU BUST niNING KOOM

SERVICE

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN
-M-

4

Service for All

Vesta

Makes of Batteries

;

,

Wherever you see thes sign o,f a. Vesta
ervic Statipn, there you will find,
the best battery service,
No matter what battery is in your car
we are equipped to test and charge it
and make repairs if necessary. n fact
more than 75 per cent of our repairs
are on other makes of batteries.
We do not open yqyr battery. until we
hayg made evry effort to charge it
and then we. open it in your presence,
if possible'
We want you to be absolutely convinced that the repair we suggest is needed.

Then we give you a definite, raeson
able price in advance,
As. lgcaj
representatives, we uphold
the high standards set for Vesta Service the world over.
Bring your batteries to us. We will
test it and keep a record oj its condition. -

STENDEL

ELECTRICOL

WORKS

ROY STENDEL, PROPRIETOR

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL REPAIRING
NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

USES

THE

By GARRET SMITH
"Got a mutch 7"
How many times a day is that
In

these United States

and Inter.
Replacement,
the Investment make no small
sum annually,
An,d. let realty men note there are
approximately 825,000 tobacco farms
In the country, with a total estimated
valuation of $100,000,000. Of further
to real estnte men Is the fact
that there are 700,000 retail establishments selling tobacco, Involving a total
rental and
Impossible to estimate, besides the large amount of office space occupied by administrative
branches of the general business.
The Insurance men, too, have their
share ot the pickings. The tobacco
bus npsa pays out annually $7,000,000
In premiums in the United States.
And there are the railroads who reap
revenue from 2,210,000 tons Of tobacco
products every year.
As for
advertising business,
here again It Is impossible to form
any estlmave of the enormous annual
on

te

outlay.
The prohibition of tobacco would ulso,
hole In the receipts
knocK a good-sizeof the United States government.
The Internal revenue receipts from
tobacco for the fiscal year 1920 amounted to $205,809,355.44. Customs duties
provided an additional $25,000,000 In
round figures, making the totnl revenue
return to the government $320,000,000.
Influence on Pepular Sentiment
It Is this interlocking of the tobacco
so

many other Interests

fl..l,

nmA..n. ui lillumittl lu.-- a
null men ..not
vaai aiuuuub
that would be Involved In the abolition
of tobacco, that is one of the most serious aspects of the proposal to prohibit the sale of tobacco, a proposal,
however, which has little support by
public sentiment if the newspaper editors of the country are correct In their
estimate of that sentiment,
In a poll of the editers made recently
by the Tobacco Merchants' Association
of the United States, through the Press
Service Company of New York City,
05 per cent of the 7,847 editors who
replied expressed the opinion that the
people of their communities were opA
posed to any law against tobacco.
these editors represent some 80,000,000,"
readers the results form a pretty gem
eral test of national opinion.
In their remarks accompanying their
replies many of the editors expressed
tt as their opinion that the oppos'tlon
of their communities to the abolition
of tobacco, was baaed to some extent nt
least an the damage such a change
would do to the business interests of
the community. This was particularly
true In the tobacco growing states and
centers where there were large tobacco
plants.
But when the extent of the business
Involved In the allied Interests of the
tobacco trade Is considered, as above
briefly outlined, It Is clear that there
Is linrdly a section of the country that
would not be affected directly or Indirectly by abolishing tobacco.
r.

.wl

11,

ID)

T

How many more times Is the question
unnecessary because most pockets are
kept well supplied with the useful
little article? Anyhow, Inasmuch as It
Is estimated that there are 80,000,000
tobacco users In the country, we would
guess that the answer to that question
would run Into the hundreds of mil'
lions.
For If It weren't for the smokers In
these lays of electric lights how many
matches would be used?
A pretty
small proportion of the number of
these "sticks of blazes" produced in
the country every year.
Abolish to
bacco and the match business would be
shot to pieces.
But the match business is only one
of a dozen or more allied .Industries
which derive large revenues directly or
Indirectly from the tobacco trade and
would suffer heavily if national pro
hibition of tobacco were to go Into
effect as some of our reformers would
have It. The annual sales of tobacco
products, based on retail prices, Is estimated at $1,937,000,000.
Of the cost
of producing and selling this quantity
of cigars, cigarettes and other forms
of the weed, some hundreds of million
dollars are paid out for other things
tlinn the raw tobacco and labor of
making It up.
$25,000,000
Year for Boxes
For example, the tobacco trade con
sumes each year 45,000,000 pounds of
licorice, 50,000,000 pounds of sugar,
both used In flavoring tobacco, and
050,000 tons of coal. It Is estimated
that the value of wooden cigar boxes
used Is $25,000,000 a year, quite an
Item to the lumber business and to
manufacturers of the boxes.
In muklng
these boxes 650,000,
Other
pounds of nails are employed.
large Items used In making and preparing tohaceo for sale are tin and
lead foil, paper for bags and cigarette
wrappers, cloth for tobacco bags, labels, coupons, etc., Involving the print
ing trade extensively.
Then building contractors and manufacturers of machinery are largely Interested.
Investments In, plants and
machinery employed in manufacturing tobacco are estimated at $102,000,-00- 0.

bus'ness with

UNIVERSAL

.Ford.

Foil, Etc
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MATCH?

The Smoker Mainly Alio Responsible
tor Spending Hundred! of Millions
Annually for Licorice, Sugar;
Coal, Cigar Boxes, Tin
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AGDALENA-

"Cost? h$ p$r Month of Service"

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

MANY INDUSTRIES

Another Lot of
Vestee Sets Here

MODERN

ADVOCATE,

rices

.Drop!
These Prices

P. 0. B.
Detroit.

Touring, Standard
Touring,

Self-Start-

$415.00
and Demountable Rims

er

510.00

Runabout, Standard

370.00

Runabout, SelStarter and Demountable Rims
and Demountable Rims

465.00

Se.-da-

Self-Start-

Coupe,

Self-Start-

er

and Demountable Rims

er

Trucii, Pneumatic Equipment

760.00
690.00
495.00

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
,;

"

Incorporated

Mpdalena, New Mexico

It .is
that the people
of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New
Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the
new county to
self-evide- nt

Subscribe Now
FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
'

'

1

With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico

1
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
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Western Canada Has
Excellent Start.
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That
Farmers
Country, Is Speedy
on Road to Wealth.
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JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN.
1IKN m 1170 the president of the
Second Continental Congress put his
"John Huncock" to "A Declaration
by the Representatives of the United
States of America In General Congress Assembled" he wrote it so large
and so plain that he then and there
gave to the American language u new
and enduring synonym.
"There !" snld the delegate from
Massachusetts, "George III will be
able to read that without his spectacles." And as he touched it up
and
the heavy strokes of the quill he
remarked to his fellow delegates:
"Hut e must be unanimous; there iuut be no
pulling dilTerent ways. We must all hang together."
"We must indeed all hang together," replied
lienjamln Franklin of Pennsylvania, "or most
we shall all hang separately."
We Americans of 1921 can read u lot between
tie lines of these two historic utiuruncVa, If we
do n little digging
Into
American history enough digging to get a clear
Idea of what brought about the Declaration of
Independence. And It is every good American's
duty to do that same digging and do
it now. Of course we're not all tarred with the
same brush but to use more
American similes
It's dollars to doughnuts that the
average American doesn't know enough to last
lilin across the street about the causes leudlng up
to the Revolution. And as for the Declaration itself he couldn't to sve his life tell what half of
it means. This is a bad business In Itself and it's
especially bad right now.
For we are going to have a new kind of Fourth
of July celebration In the United Stutes of America. The Fourth has quit being the day of
And In the new kind of
and casualties.
Fourth 'of July celebration the Declaration of Independence will come to Its own as the crowning
toucli of public observance, The American RevIn the march
olution Is Ihe greatest slepplng-stonof the centuries toward freedom and the Declaration of Independence is Its symbol.
Though the Declaration of Independence Is to
come back to Us own, the new Fourth will not
he the day when the American Eagle screams and
the orator bawls because Uncle Sam handed John
Hull n K 0 a century and a half ago. There are
two reasons for this.
One is the World war. John Hull and Uncle
Sum now stand shoulder to shoulder in defense of
all that our common race holds dear of personul
freedom and political ideals.
The oilier Is the fact that the Revolution was
the Rrltish
not a quarrel between two peoples
It was, In its
people and the American people.
earlier stages at least, a strife between two different political and economic systems. It was no
unrelated event, but formed a part of the history
of the race on both continents. There was a British revolution at the same time there was an
American Revolution. The Iiritish revolution was
to regain liberty. The American Revolution was
c
to preserve liberty. On botli sides of the Atluu-tlthe king's prerogatives were the aim of revolutionary attack.
Now, as to the ninny things that may be rend
between the lines of what Hancock and Franklin said, here's just a hint: Hancock was a rich
merchant. It was part of the purpose of the
British troops at Lexington and Concord to capture Hancock. At that time Hancock was reIn suits of the
spondent In tbe Admiralty court
crown to recover nearly half a million dollars as
Incurred for violapenalties alleged to have been
Hantion of the laws of navigation and trade.
cock had Inherited his fortune from his uncle,
Thomas Hancock, who had become wealthy smugmore than right that John
gling tea. So it was no
Hancock should sign his name large and plain
to the document which, if made good, would save
comhim from financial ruin and give him free
merce with all the world.
printer, philosBenjnmln Franklin, publisher,
seventy-on- e
years of age,
opher and statesman,
conthe oldest member of congress, was more
the commerwith
than
the
with
political
cerned
cial aspects of the situation. He made a clever
knew better that there is
Jest, but no man there
In jest
many a true word spoken
ocean
So the truth Is that on our side of the
Revothe fundamental causes leading up to the
anO poslution were both political and economic
as political. To arsibly quite as much economic
the
of
situation, the folfeatures
muin
the
rive at
lowing chronology Is helpful'.
1700 Accession of George III Conquest of Canada by British.
Revival of navigation and trade law of
1781
of "Writs of Assistance."
I"
1660 and 1003.
1764 fetl lament demands that colonies pay
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part of debt Incurred during French and Indlun
wnr. Colonial assemblies refuse. Parliament asIssue of "taxation
serts right to tax colonies.
without representation" raised.
17fio
Parliament passes "Quartering Act," requiring colonies to supply quarters for British
army of defense. "Slump Act," putting tax on
newspapers, and legal documents. Stnnip Act
Congress Issues "declaration of rights."
1700 Repeal of "Stamp Act."
"Declaratory
Act" maintains right to tax.
1707 Townsend, British chancellor of exchequer
brings In bill for taxes on ten, glass, wine, oil,
paper, lead, etc.
170S
agreement adopted by
MassaBoston and spreads to other colonies.
chusetts legislature dissolved by George III. British soldiers quartered In Boston.
170'.) Lord North repeals all taxes except on
tea, retained for sake of principle.
1773
"Committees of Correspondence" formed
to enable colonies to keep in touch. "Boston
Ten Party."
1774"Boston Port Bill," closing Boston to
shipping and removing seat of government to
Salem. General Gage, commander of British soldiers in Boston, made governor of Massachusetts.
"Regulating Act," remodeling charter of Massachusetts. "Quartering Act." "Quebec Act." First
MassaContinental Congress at Philadelphia.
chusetts Provincial Congress meets and calls for
12,000 ".Minute Men."
1775 Parliament declares Massachusetts to be
Armed clash at Lexington
In a state of rebellion.
and Concord begins hostilities. Capture of Ticon-derog- a
and Crown Point. Battle of Bunker Hill.
Canadian expedition under
Siege of Boston.
Second Continental Congress at
Montgomery.
Philadelphia votes to raise army of 20,000 and
chooses George Washington commander-in-chie- f.
1770 Evacuation of Boston by British, accompanied by 1,500 loyalists. Repulse of British fleet
and army at Charleston, S. C. Battle of Long
Islund and occupation of New York by British.
Battle of Trenton. Continental Congress provides for the establishment of state governments
Conand state conventions ndopt constitutions.
gress adopts Declaration of Independence.
The most casual glance at this skeleton chronology shows it to be literally loaded to the muzzle with the eighteenth century equivalent of political and economic TNT. The American Revolution was inevitable, sooner or later. The marvel Is not that It came, but that out of the conditions grew a nntion.
The title to the colonies
What a chaos It was
was not In the people of England or In the state,
but In the crown. The crown could make and repeal laws; could appoint rulers and remove them.
The colonists were not citizens of the realm, but
subjects of the crown, having only such rights as
granted them In their charters. . The crown
claimed and exercised the right to amend or revoke
these charters. Such rights and no more did the
American colonists have, according to the view of
the party in England which stood for legal and
constitutional prerogatives of the crown. These
claims of the crown were resisted by every colony as incompatible with its essential rights and
party in England.
by the
Of the thirteen colonies seven were royal colonies, three charter and three proprietary colonies." Each colony was related to the others only
through the crown. All the conditions tended
rather to intercolonial hate than love. Find the
causes that drove the colonies together and there
are the causes of the Revolution.
George III was a stickler for the king's prerogatives. One of his first acts In relation to the
colonies was to revive the navigation and trade
laws which had been only nominally enforced for
century. As a matter of fact all the colonies

were technically smugglers, In that their evasion
of these laws gave them practically free trade.

These laws were comprehensive and strict, being
designed to give British merchants a monopoly
of trade with the colonies and to protect British
manufacturers against colonial competition. War-shipwere now placed along the coast to stop
the colonial trade with France and Spain and
their West Indian colonies. The "Writs of Assistance" were general senrch warrants given to
customs ofllclals to enable them to break into and
search any premises at any time. James Otis,
the famous Boston lawyer, opposed the right of
the British government to issue the writs or even
to pass an act of trade Imposing a tax on the
colonies.
John Adams said of Otis' celebrated
speech : "It breathed into this nation the breath
of life-.Undoubtedly this situation was one of
the contributing causes of the Revolution.
Then King George demanded that the colonies
pay the expense of a British army of about 20,-00- 0
men to be quartered In America to protect
the colonies against the Indians. The colonies

suspected the purpose of this army and would
have none of it. Here was the beginning of real
trouble a little later.
The "Boston Tea Party" was a serious ffalr,
not in Itself, but because parliament Immediately took measures to punish Boston end Massachusetts. The closing of the port of Boston, tlw
removal of the seat of government to Salem, the
Masappointment of General Gage as governor of
sachusetts mid the remodeling of the charter o."
Massachusetts constituted a warning to all th
colonies that free government was In Immlnen
danger everywhere. On top of this came th.
net providing that British olllcers or magistrate
charged with murder or other capital crime shouh
be tiled In some other colony or in England; tin
act billeting soldiers on people who failed volun
tartly to provide quarters and the act extending,
to the Ohio river and
the boundaries
establishing an arbitrary form of government.
This cumulation of activities on the part of the
crown seems to haxe convinced the colonies that
their only salvation lay In getting together for
united action. So the First Continental Congress
met. This eongress was merely deliberative and
it
advisory; it issued a declaration of rights;
formed an association for carrying out the nona petition
importation- agreement; it forwarded
to the king and set out an address to the colto meet
onies; it provided for another congress
In 1775.
Still there was no open discussion of
independence.
It was Massachusetts which finally set off the
summoned the propowder barrel. General Gage
vincial congress to meet in Salem, but put off the
date of assembling. The delegates
They provided for the
him and his counsellors.
and issued
appointment of a committee of safety
a call for 12,000 "Minute Men." Parliament then
declared Massachusetts to be in a state of
Next was the expedition out of Boston
to selw powder and to arrest the two chief "trait-

ors".
Then came the "shots heard 'round the world"
and bloodshed. The fight was on. And still there
was no open movement for independence until
after a year of bloody lighting. It was not until
June 7 1T7G, in the Second Continental Congress,

Henthat Virginia's Instructed delegate, Richard
"That
ry Lee, Introduced the resolutionofbeginning,
right ought to
these united colonies are, and
be, free and Independent states"
The Declaration of Independence, as drafted
aid of John Adams,
by Thomas Jefferson with the
Robert
Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman and
R. Livingston and amended by congress, consists
of two principal parts : A statement of American
of Independence
political theories In justlflcntlon
and a list of abuses by King George HI that had
from all
operated to absolve the united colonies
facts hereallegiance to the British crown. The
in set forth make clear most of the abuses as oufc
lined In the Declaration.

In the Rich Soil of

It was on the 18th of May that tne
writer received a letter from a friend
In Western Canada dated the 15th of
the same mouth. Information was
conveyed hi the letter that Its uuthor
had traveled over a considerable portion of Western Canada. He had covered most of the settled portions, and
from those he had not covered he had
secured Information
that amplified
his own observations of conditions
throughout all the vast area of that
country. He found seeding of wheat
practically completed, and placed In
a bed of earth that was in a condition
that warranted speedy and healthy
gerfnlnatlon. This was borne out by
evidence that he was a witness of
wheat that had been in the ground
four duys thut was already breaking
through, and that which had been
seeded for a week was well above the
ground, the field being as green as
a new pasture plot. Everywhere this
condition existed. It will be pleasing
information for those who have
friends in Western Canada in any
part of it, no matter wjiere they may
be to learn that conditions have
opened up in such a splendid way, and
to be advised that the prospects were
never brighter than now. When it
becomes known that, conditions are so
satisfactory, many who were waiting,
uncertain what to do In the matter of
moving, will doubtless now come to a
decision. With the opening of thousands of homesteads, which took place
on the 1st of May, there was a rush
to take advantage of the opportunity
to secure 100 acres of excellent land
free, within speaking distance of a
The
low railway rates
railroad.
granted by means of a certificate issued by Canadian government agents,
located at different points In the
States, make it possible to make a
trip of Inspection at small cost.
Out and barley farming are brunches
that add considerable to the wealth
of the farmer who desires to make
money quickly. That these grains can
he grown so successfully, and easily,
makes It possible to go into other
branches of funning Industry, that
give stability to It, wherever they are
carried on. They are dairying and
There Is an excellent
market for the product, and the climate aids materially In assisting it,
while the native grasses, ns well as
cultivated varieties, bring the cost of
production to a much lower figure thnu
Is possible on lauds that are much
higher in price, with no better yielding qualities. Then, again, it Is amply
shown that fodder corn can be grown
with great success, and that sunflowers, which It has been fully proven
are little behind, if any, In food qualiIn fact, these
ty, thrive wonderfully.
two fodders, in addition to which may
he added that of alfalfa and sweet
clover, in which Western Canada
farmers are well apace with growers
elsewhere, have brought about a pewhich promises
riod of
to eclipse any effort in this line made
anywhere on the continent. In Manitoba alone, one Arm is building two
hundred tills year. In Saskatchewan,
many orders have been placed ; In one
small district In Alberta, where
erected last year, another fifty
will be built this summer. That there
will be a thousand silos erected In the
three provinces tills year seems to be
a conservative estimate. To the farmer In the States, who knows the advantage of the silos, who Is interested
In the fodder to be grown to fill them,
what does this mean? Advertisement.
cattle-raisin-

fifty-wer-
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East Calfax.

SWITCIIKS to match your hair correctly In any shade or lontsth. Charles Hair
& Beauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
KI.OWIOIIN

Park. Floral

Al.l.
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KOH
Co.,
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monds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Eat. 1873.
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Takes the knock out of the moRemovtr.
As
tor. Sold on money-bacguarantee.
harmless to the motor as air to the tires.
Also
Retail price $1.(10 prepaid.
Hani! Cleanser cleanses the hands
easily and quickly without use of water.
Perfectly
to the motorist.
Indispensible
harmless.
Sold under positive money-bacguarantee. Retail price 2.1c prepaid. Gaines-Er- b
Mfg. Co., MS 15th Street, Denver

write

ust riiolit

AUTO
Express

SERVICE
RADIATOR
shipments erlven prompt

KKVRU. 1M1 Uroadway,
Cnformlo.

attention.
Denver.

TI(IAi(
Parcel Post

RUBBER

CI.FANUHS AND DYEHS
business given prompt atCourt l'luce, Denver.
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tention.

White

unytnintr your home

and picot edwe, 10c yd.
Shnr, Iftai Clmmim.

IlemRillYH
STAMPS,

Stencils.

I'aKle
CO.,

Tss,
Denver,

Nickel- -

anil
Colorado

VHWN"
HAH ,
(I'lTOtll'vcmS
W. W. WliKlna, 1300 Uroudwny, Denv
SHIP YOUR CUBAM to White Clover
lutter Company. Best prices. Your
check mailed same day cream received.

.ins. I. sf ll w AHI,. Jerrelrr. Diamonds,
watch repairing. 1000 Sixteenth Street.
Value of Utilities Drops $191,790,
Colorado
Denver.
public utilities,
telephone nnd elt5gittifi conntunles,
railroads nnd private street car lines
will pay taxes on $191,790 less than in
1920. This fact Is revealed In the
assessment roll nindo public by
the Slate Tax Commission here.
The 1920 valuation fixed by the
commission

totalled $227,454,190, while

the 1921 valuation is $227,202,400. The
decrease Is occasioned by the low
enrnlngs of the railroads and vnrlous
public utilities.
Low earning capacity of the Missouri Pacific resulted in a decrease of
$230,000 In its assessment, while approximately $200,000 Was taken off the
Cheerfulness Is a song whoso echoes Rio Grande Southern. The valuation
take life in the heart of others.
of the Denver & Itio Grande, which Is
the largest in the state, wns left at
The second largest as$41,8SS,S00.
sessment is against the Colorado Sc
Southern, which wns left unchanged
at $23,981,720. No changes were made
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
In the Santa Fe, Burlington or Union
Taclfle railroads.
Among the railroads $400,000 was
lopped off the Rock Island. The reason
for this was said to be the fact that
certain property waa assessed last
year upon which the rnilroad was not
compelled to pay taxes.
An Increase of $79,000 was made in
the assessment of the American Railway Express Company and private car
lines were increased $80,000. The
Beware I Unless you see the name Pullman Company will pay taxes on
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you $1,101,000, tbe same as in 1920.
are not getting genuine Aspirin preThe holdings of the Denver Tram
scribed by physicians for twenty-onway Company have decreased a total
millions.
safe
by
years and proved
of $406,940 since 1920, while the propTake Aspirin only as told in the Bayer erty value of the Denver Gas and
Neuralpackage for Colds, Headache,
Electric Light Company has increased
gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, since the last valuation exactly $1,183,-l.ltin
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy
A decrease also was made In the
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Asof the Colorado Power Comvaluation
pirin cost few cents. Druggists also pany. The 1921 valuation is placed at
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
$5,602,400, compared with $5,903,330 in
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of 1920.
Monoaceticacldester of Salicyllcacld.
Bank to Pay Expenses of Witnesses.
And many a man's bravery Is due to
New York. The Nationnl City Bank
his knowledge of the fact that the
has agreed to pay transportation and
other fellow is a coward.
expenses for witnesses who will testiCuticura for Pimply Facet,
fy against them in the suit brought
To remove pimples and blackhead
by Miss Amanda B. Byrd, nuthoress
smear them with Cuticura Ointment and bond saleswoman, for $125,000
iVash off in five minutes with Cutl damages. The woman alleged she was
cura Soap and hot water. Once cleai cruelly treated by bank officials, who
keep your skin clear by using them foi took her against her will to a hospital
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to In where she was held for mental
Inatton. Miss Byrd complained at the
dude Cuticura Talcum
trial that she was unable to bring her
Every time some men did a good ac witnesses to New Tork.
they manage to get caught at It

ASPIRIN

e
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Gave Dwellings
;r in Style Again
Scarcity of Homes Drives Italian
. Peasants to Dig Houses in

a

the

CAN LAUGH

Hillsides.

AT THE RENT MAN

during this season, while their houses
In the mountains are being guarded
by a few trusty men.
"At
in
Mutmtita. and Medlnlne
Tunisia are extraordinary underground
pit dwellings. When he is told that he
is approaching one of these villages
the traveler experiences a queer sene
sation at seeing nothing on the
holes In the
except crater-likearth which look like they might have
been caused by the explosion of enormous shells. As be peeps over the
rim of these holes In the earth he sees
below him the Intimate life of the
family, their dogs and camels. This
Is their common living room, which
is entered from above by a slanting
subterranean channel.
Other rooms
enter into it by means of lateral
passageways, and are sometimes excavated one above the other for two
or three stories. It is said that as many
as 1,200 people live In these pits.
"There have been cave dwellers In
Asia Minor since long before the time
of Xenophon, who says that their
houses were underground with entrances like wells, and that in. them
the members of the household lived
with goats, cows, and chickens. Here
too they stored the hay for their animals and their own supplies of wheat,
In the region
barley and vegetables.
around Mount Argaeus In Cappadocta,
southern Turkey, there are cone dwellers living today whose habitations
perhaps more nearly resemble the
American cliff houses to he found In
Arizona and New Mexico than any
others in existence, and were used
as habitations as far hack as 2,000
laud-scap-

Demanded Divorce From
Wife by Return Mail

'

County Judge B. W. Shaw of
Mnmlan, N. D., has received a
e,
letter from Clinton Gnsklll,
Ky., which says:
"About nine years ago, If you
remember, you married Miss
Louise Kopp aud Clinton Gus-kll- l.
As she left me and won't
live with me any more, please
send me a divorce by return
moll. I will be yours, very

truly."
Judge Show turned the letter
over to the district Judge.

e

ln Several

Placet In World Today
Mankind Still Lives In th Simple
and Inexpensive Fashion of
j
Primitive Ancestor.

Washington, D. Cv Cave houses are
In style again.
Scarcity of
housing accommodations In tlie district along Lakes Magglore and Como,
Italy, has driven many peasants to
dig bouses for themselves In the hillsides where they live In primitive
simplicity, newspaper dispatches say.
"The Inhabitants of most of the
tJii tries of the world have at some
stage in their development lived In
cave dwellings. A belt of such dwellings extends from China across India
to Asia Minor and Arabia, thence
along the shores of the Mediterranean
to the Canary Islands, the West
Indies, Mexico and North and South
America. In a few places today mankind still lives in this simple and Inexpensive fashion," says a bulletin
from the Washington, D. C, head
quarters of the National Geographic
society.
"On Easter Island, In the Pacific,
where Innumerable caves and grottoes
have been formed by the washing away
of soft deposits which He beneath the
hnrd volcanic strata, housing accommo
dations present no problem.
"In one of the wildest portions of
northern Africa, near Guermessa. on
mountain whose
the top of a sugar-loa- f
sides rise precipitously for hundreds
of feet a fierce and warlike race now
live for three months In the year In
stone caves hollowed out In the moun-tnlcoming

..

n

sides.

B. C.
"The country of the troglodytes of
Asia Minor Is Inaccessible, and the
visitor must make his way over
mouutalns and past rivers when his

path Is discernible only a few feet
In front of him.'
"Perhaps the greatest and most
beautiful of the cliff cities built since
the beginning of time Is I'etra, on
the old caravan route from Damascus
to Mecca.
Though it Is unoccupied
today, Edomltes, Phoenicians, Egyp
tians and Romans have curved in
walls
artistic designs on the rose-reof Its temples, amphitheatres, shrines,
and houses records of their successive
occupations.
French Cave Houses Now Store Rooms
"Europe too has her cave dwellers.
Near Tours, France, there are a few
that are Inhabited, but for the most
part the older cave rooms, possibly
used by the Aquatanl of Cnesur's time,
are used as storage rooms with the
dwellings built out In front of them.
In Spain there nre many artificial
caves, formerly Inhabited, which are
now used by Spanish gypsies.
"In the Interior mountainous region
of Gran Canarln In the Canary Islands
there are numbers of the natives
living In cave houses whose doorways
stare out like huge black eyes on the
face of the cliffs.
"Many of the American Indians lived
In natural caves and excavated dwel
lings in cliffs, some of the most noteworthy being those of the Chaco can
yon and Mesa Verde regions.
d

SPIRIT SURVIVES
TERM IN
PRISON
-

Troglodyte "Trusties" Guard Homes,
"Suspicious of other
people near them and hating the
'
stranger, they spend the remaining
nine months In the year wandering
with their flocks of
goats, DietZu Defender of Cameron Dam. the John Dletz of toduy. There Is no
and camels on the
malice toward those who have taken
Bears No Malice Toward His
teu years from his life.
No threats
iM'tC a'rT' of the Sahara. Down in the
or desires for revenge.
valleys too there are plantations of
Only the
Persecutors.
sense of a wrong which lie Is willing
superb olive and fig trees which they
to forgive and the strengthened mani
protect from the other troglodytes
festation of right.
"I can appreciate my freedom now.
FINDS WORLD MUCH BETTER
Austria Cuts Up Big Estates.
Any man can who has spent time in
Vienna. Nearly 1,000 estates or para penitentiary," he said.
Freedom at
cels of land located In 210 communi- Loyal Wife Happy Over
Mr. Dletz prefers to allow his prison
Last for Protector of Her Home
ties have been set aside by the governexperience to remain a closed book.
of
the
Innocence
to
Declares
under
settlers
ment for allocation
But of the events which led up to the
Crime Charged.
the land expropriation act.
battle in his north woods home he en
They are lands that have passed
joys to discourse.
Ten years behind the
Milwaukee.
from cultivation Into shooting preBeginning with the political feud of
serves or parks, or arable lands which cold gray stone of Waupuu state which the "siege" wus the culmina
the owners are unable to place under prison have broken the spirit of many tion, Mr. Dletz gave an accurate and
cultivation. In the latter case com- a man. To John F. Dletz they huve chronological account. Articles which
pensation Is made, but In the former emphasized the determination and had been published in newspapers of
instance the lund Is confiscated.
courage which won him the immemo- his struggle against the enemy, poems
rial title of "the defender of Cameron of his own composition, written with
dam."
the mental zest which characterizes
Robin.
Pays $25 for Killing
Back in civilian clothes, fresh from the bruin cupaclty of the "defender,"
New Philadelphia, 0. For' shooting
the exhilaration of his first automobile were recited witn remarkable accu
and killing a robin ia Ms strawberry ride in ten
years, and surrounded by racy.
e
seventy-fivFred
Glauser,
years
patch,
the loyal wife and children who have
Ana throughout it nil there was
of age, formerly president of the
an unrelenting tight for his never an attempt to pulnt himself as
staged
fined
and
costs
was
$25
council,
by
freedom, John Dletz presents the same a hero or a martyr. Just the plain,
Justice of the Peace John Stevenson.
picture of sturdy manhood which won straightforward recital of facts aim a
strawhis
Robins had been devouring
of a natlou during the desire to give even his enemies a
who
Mr.
is an he sympathy
Glauser,
berries, said
most SDectacular "siege" in Wiscon word of praise when he deemed prulse
manufacturer.
was due.
sin's history.
John Dletz then did not represent
Physically, John Dletz hns changed
from the man who entered Wuupun a the spirit of "broken ninnhod," us has
decade ago. The husky frame Is slight been previously stated. There was a
Wife Borrowed Children
ly stooped. His once vigorous hair bus twinkle In his eye as he told of some
to Plead Before Judge
grown sparse. The lines of age have of the amusing Incidents in his rocrent into the strong face. The mantic career. Often he laughed
When John Bams of Muskewhich so determinedly clutched heartily and playfully grasped his wife
fingers
gon, Mich., was convlcte'd of vioa rifle trigger In defense of home and about the waist.
lating the liquor law, his wife
have become
Mrs.
nersonal convictions
Dletz, kind and motherly,
and 12 small children appeared
drawn. But mentally "the defender smiled and then wiped a tear from
to plead for mercy. The Judge
of Cameron dam" is the sume John her eye.
was so impressed by the poverty
"Yes, It has been a long fight, but
Dletz of ten years ago.
of the large family that he
"I am the
"I haven't a worry in the world. I we have won," she said.
showed leniency. .Later, officers
never did have. . My own heart hus happiest woman in the world today.
reported to the court that seven
proclaimed my Innocence of the crime It Is the most I can say."
I huve
of the children belonged to
Unassoclated with the outside world
with which I was charged.
neighbors, having been "borfor ten years, the "defender of Camhad the peace of an inoocent man."
rowed" for the occasion.
No Malice Toward Accusers.
eron dam" has Dot been a recluse.
This statement is characteristic of Considerable of his time hns been
Likewise
spent lu profitable study.
he has remained in touch with world
happenings through the weekly
pers and magazines which the prisOn the
oners are permitted to read.
us mini mmmmmmmmmmtmrirm'm
big political subjects of the day, the
late war, nnd the trail of new inventions which have followed he Is thoroughly versed.
"The world Is not getting worse as
some would have us believe," he said.
Wisconsin hus
"It's getting better.,
been making rapid strides.
Coming
down through the country I was Interested in the muny new forms of
The tractor
agricultural machinery.
It Is
Is a great boon to the farmer.
an Indication of the trend of civiliza
tion which even - ten years have
g

long-haire- d
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TREATING HOGS FOR CHOLERA
Losses Are Inevitable Unless Early
Action Is Taken and Proper
Remedies Applied.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Un.-es- s
eurly action Is taken to ding-nos- e
the cases and apply proper treatment when disease appears In your
swine herds, losses are Inevitable. The
chances are many that the trouble Is
cholera, and under such circumstances
delay Is dangerous, for when that disease hns spread and progressed In the
herd the loss of many hogs muy be
expected.
Early attention In nn outbreak of
hog cholera Is essential for the successful treatment of the herd. It has
been told repeatedly that
serum Is not a cure; Its use Is
primarily Intended as a preventive
agent against cholera, and as such It
Is universally recognized
ns the only
reliable treatment. While the serum
seemingly lias had some favorable effect when administered to sick hogs
in the very early stage of the disense,
swine owners should not depend upon
the product to save nny number of
animals after they have developed
visible symptoms of hog cholera.
In Fnrmers' Bulletin 8.S4 (revised)
attention Is called to the fact that the
serum Is most efficacious when administered ns a preventive.
"While the
scrum Is regarded as most efficacious
when administered as n preventive,"
the bulletin points out, "It seems to
have some curative value, provided It
Is administered when hogs nre In the
very early stages of the disease. But
very little benefit can be expected
from the treatment of hogs tliut nre
visibly sick."
"Serum should be used with the understanding that It Is a preventive;
rather than a curative agent." "It hns
been stated that serum alone 1ms some
value in treating sick hogs. This is

true within a certain limitation. Ordinarily It is efficacious only in the very
early stage of the disease, before the
hogs show visible signs of sickness."
In a bulletin Issued recently by Dr.
R. C. Reed, chief of animal Industry,
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HOW WOMEN AVOID
SURGICAL OPERATIONS
Some Are Extremely Necessary, Others May Not Be

Every Woman Should Give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a Trial First
Chicago.Ill. "I was in
bed with a female trouble and
inflammation and had four
doctors but none of them did
me any good. They all said I
would have to have an operation. A druggist's wife told
me to take Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
and I took 22 bottles, jiever
missing a dose and at the end
of that time I was perfectly
well. I have never had occasion to take it again as I
have been so well. I have a
six room flat and do all my
work. My two sisters are
taking the Compound upon
my recommendation and you
may publish my letter, ft is
the gospel truth and I will
write to any one who wants
a personal fetter." Mrs. E.
H. Haydock, 6824 St Law
rence Ave., Chicago, 111. ,

A Vermont woman
adds her testimony to
the long line of those
fortunate women who
have been restored to
health by Lydia K.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, after it had been decided an operation was necessary :

Burlington, VL " I suffered with female trouble, and had a number of
doctors who said that I would never be any better until I had an operation.
I was so bad I could hardly walk across the floor and could not do a thing.
induced me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
My
and it certainly has helped me wonderfully. I keep house and do my work
and have a small child. I have recommended Vegetable Compound to a number of my friends and you may publish my testimonial. ' ' Mrs. H. R. Shakon,
Apple Tree Point Farm, Burlington, Vt
In hospitals are many women whoare there for surgical operations.andther
is nothing a woman dreads more than the thought of an operation, and the
long weary months of recovery and restoration to strength if it is successful.
It is very true that female troubles may through neglect reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones ; they are not caused by serious displacements, tumors or growths, although the symptoms may appear the same.
When disturbing ailments first appear take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles.
In fact, many letters have been received from women who have been restored
to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations have
been advised by attending physicians.
upon "Ailments PecuLydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Booliar to Women" will be sent to you free upon request. Write
to The Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
sister-in-la-
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ROUGH, BUT EFFECTIVE

TO COME

CURElHAMP'S TIME SURE

Why Alice Gollghtly No Longer Bores Gap Johnson Has It Mapped Out, and
It Will Be a Sore Day for
Peoplt Wth Long Recital of
the Bluffer.
Her Physical Ailments.

jj,

1'ollle Dear and MollleLove met .out
shopping one morning and Immediately
forgot all about shopping, time, hungry husbands at home, etc., in- - a "few
minutes''' cbnt.
Just then Alice Gollghtly passed by.
Each smiled sweetly at tlie other, and
inurimireil

:

"Hump SlnugfrcCf.Jja8.an Interesting
sVnSCn
of
sort of fad," relutcd Oup
Ituinpus Itldge, "About once In
he gets a few drums of bone-drllcker and h high fever, anil shows up
In the 'middle of the big road out yur.
lie flings bis lint down In tlie dust and
stomps on It, and yells that he's a mini
eater, and such us that, nnd can whip
a certain
living not more than
When
a mile from yur.
go out to
Inquire which special
he menus he says Znch
of a mile up the
Flntt,
road. So there ain't much to do hut
to excuse him. Then he goes
off to Znch's place and repents
When Zach wants
the performance.
to know who he Is referring to he says
It's me. After that be rumbles nround
nnnttlng that he's got us both bluffed.
"One of these days he's going to
ketch me and Ziich together, and llnd
mistake."
out his
Kansas City Stur.

"Good morning."
As soon as Alice bad passed on,
I'ollie turned to Mollle nnd said: '
"I notice Alice doesn't go round boring other people with her ailments us
she used to."
"No," smiled Mollle; "she met a
man who cured her completely."
"Who was
"Oooh I" purred I'ollie.
Cleaning Up the Hoghouse,
he? Was lie a doctor?"
Maryland state board of agriculture.
"She
"Oh, no!" answered Mollle.
"An analysis was telling this man some of her
appears the following:
of the data obtained from sick herds, symptoms, when he remarked, 'It's
vaccinated In Maryland during 1919, strange bow ninny of theso things afof the swine flict people as they begin to grow old.'
shows that over
had died or were too sick to treat beSince then she hns held her tongue
In about them."
fore the herds were Immunized."
where
other
states
from
formation
control work has recently been con
.Misfortunes never come singly to
ducted points to a similar lack of married men.
Paying His Way.
prompt attention In reporting out
Bix "Do you still walk In yonr
Much of the
breaks of hog cholera.
Many a young man worships a girl sleep?" "Dlx No, I take carfare to
criticism
nnd unfavorable comment on his knees If she's sitting there.
bed with me now."
serum are due
Bgainst
to the fact thnt furiners delay the use
of the product for too long a period
after cholera has reached the herd.
When ninny of the animals show
symptoms of the disease and the temperature reveals a high fever, It Is
not reasonable to suppose that serum
will do much toward limiting losses,
rtiorefore, the warning Is again given
to treat the animals at the very first
llgn of cholera In the herd.
Or better still, if Ihere are reasons
to suspect that the hogs have been or
re exposed to Infection, they should
be Immunized before they have fallen
In sections where there are
victims,.
no known outbreaks of cholera there
joes not seem to be any need for tlie
use of an expensive treatment, but
when the disease makes Its appearance
considIn the vicinity no time should be lost
tn having all susceptible hogs given
:he serum treatment.
Reports Indicate that farmers and
iwlne owners are remiss In guarding
against the introduction of Infection,
Quaind are generally lncllnec" to expect
coffee-lik- e
serum 6s
too much of
a curative agent.
Copies of Farmers' Bulletin 834 may
'
shown."
be had free upon application to the
Mr. Dletz termed "prohibition" a
division of publications,
Department
"very good thing."
of Agriculture, Washington.
"I am not a prohibitionist," he said.
"1 enjoy a drink mice In a while myIRST BROOD SOW ESSENTIAL
self. Uut Its abuse by some people
s
has killed it.
of the men
against whom I fought at Cameron Animal Should Be Given Enough of
dam were whisky drinkers.
Right Sort of Feed to Nurse
Whisky
Little Porkers.
wus one or the things that caused
;
ll iiuiHn I 'm
the trouble."
The first essential for the brood sow
POSTUM
is enough of the right sort of feed
Cowboy Ropes Eagle.
A BEVERAGE
Sioux City, In. Thomas
t 4Mrt
Hale, a to enable her to lay on a little flesh
guns "of the U. S. S. Tennessee
Happy gobs astride the glnnt sixteen-inciMade fcy Postum Cereal Company, he
off Bockland, Maine, whore the great new superdreadnnught was given her cowboy on a ranch near Gregory, S. against the drain of suckling a litter
Htttii Znm CompMtf.
atue
which
she
sixleeu-Inclitter
to
a
the
live
Is
also
D.,
nnd
build
u
American
Tennessee
up
the first
ueK.,riicmgan..
lariat
tW.
captured
eagle with
carry
warship
mpeed trials. The
mam.
wutrt
U carrying.
the other day.
rifles.

Gobs on Tennessee's Great Guns
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"ou Will like

INSTMT POSTUM
And It Will like You.
People who say, "Hike

coffee, but it doesn't
like me" will find Instant

Postum much more

erate of their health.

This pure cereal drink

combines wholesome

lity with

flavor.

rich

Instant Postum is made
instantly in the cup.
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At all grocers
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NEW MEXICO

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEWS FROM DATIL

Reserve Items
OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
-

APRIL 28,1921
Loans and Discounts

451,278.43

U. S. Bonds and Cerffs.
Other bonds and stocks
Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.
Cash and due from banks

73,560.00

6,303.39
70,361.69

1604,243.41

A. H. Douglas, Forest Supervisor,
and family, of Magdalena, are visiting with Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Simmons
at the Hood Ranger Station. Wm.
J. Anderson, Deputy Supervisor, and
Chaa Brothers, Forest Attorney were
aso guests at the Hood.

60,000.00

Capita! Stock
Surplus and Profits

20,337.75

,

Circulation

45,100.00

.

Deposits
Bank

f

333,636.79

i

156,168.87
Land Commissioner T. C Turk
tried his first contest case iini Reserve
Thursday and Friday. The land in
question was In the Luna vicinity
and quite a number of the Luna
people were over for the two days
Those whose names we hava been
able to secure were, M!bs Myrtle Reynolds, A. O, Reynolds, George Rey
nolds, Will Laney and J. S, Brown

$604,243.41

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

WMMaMnHMMHMtliMMnMMIIMMWM

Saturday night, June 18th a large
crowd enjoyed a big dance at the
home of M. P, Birmingham, given
lm honor of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dean
Everyone had a most delightful time,
delicious refreshments were served
at twelve o'cclock. The dance broke
up at daylight ajnd evryone wient
home, tired and Bleepy, but oh, such
a good time as they did have,

P. S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant

PRESIDENT

ELECTED

Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks

Candies

Cigars

(From Magdalena
Dr. C. H. Woolgar

News)

returned Sat.

urday last from Albuquerque where
he had spent the week attending a
meeting of the State Dental Asso
ciation. Dr. Woolgar was honored
by the association by being selected
as president for the ensuing year.
ut.
Last year he was first
vlce-pres-

SHEEP

.

REAL ESTATE

OIL LEASES

TOWN LOTS

BANK OP MAGDALENA
Report of the Condition at the Close of Business
APRIL 28, 1021

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts

$447,865.12

Stocks and Bonds

1,686.75

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.

17,283.29
4518.90

Interest Due
Cash and Due from Banks

62,636.79
$519,920.86

,

LIABILITIES

Capital

30,000.00

Surplus

60,000.00

Deposits
Rediscounts

364,039.39
and Bills Payable

order:
In compliance with an order promulgated by the Sheep Sanitary
Board of New Mexico at a meeting
held at Albuquerque, New Mexico

W. J. JONES, Manager
RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

RANCHES

MEN TAKE NOTICE

The sheep sanitary board of New
Mexico at its meeting held June 9th
and 10th, 1921 Issued the following

RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

75,881.46

f
$519,92j 85

'

DENTIST

.

O

m

Jas. M. Curry, of the Aragon ranch
Senator H. O. Bursum of New Mex was in town
several days this week.
ico appeared before the treasury de,
an
in
behalf
of
partment
appropria
Beler Birmingham and Ed Wheeltion for Increasing the facilities at er, of the
Aragon ranch country,
Fort Bayard. After the conference spent several
days in town Jast week,
Secretary Mellon authorized the fol in Magdalena and Socorro,
returning
lowing statement:
home Saturday.
"A total expenditure of $850,000
will be made at the United States
N. Bastlan. of the Luna valltey.
public health service hospital No. 55 was in town this week and informs
at Fort Bayard, N. M., for the con us that the valey is in good shape
of a permanent
struction
hospital) this season.
He says that they are
unit of 250 beds and for the improve getting the road from the valley to
ment of existing facilities. This is connect with the Ocean to Ocean
a public health service tuberculosis Highway so that it is as good as any
hospital of 1,000 beds, practically fill In the county. Also that over forty
ed to capacity.
Four hundred and men are now working on the Alpine
sixty beds are in the permanent build road and expect ito have It in shape
ing and 641 in the usual army type for
kind of travel soon. The
Walter Martin., of Trinchera Flat of temporary 'structures. There are road any
from Reserve is also being pushwas in Datil Monday on a business
onl(y sixty good infirmary beds, there
ed by the citizens of the valley as
fip.
fore there is urgent need for the well as by the Forest Service and Re
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Baldwin uai construction of one infantry unit of serve force, and he is of the opinion
250 beds.
it will be open tor travel by July 15th
daughters are now living just above not less than
"The
Datil
the
present electric lighting plant these roads will open up to the out
Ranger Station, on one of
Mr. Baldwin's ranches.
Assisted by is badly overloaded and there is con side world one of the most produc
Frank Anderson, Mr. Baldwin is stant danger of a complete break tive sections of Catron county.
building a neat log house Datil is down, as the plant was only designed
Louis Baboock, son of Mr. and Mrs.
for a unit of 400 beds.
still growing.
The sewerage disposal plant is onlly L. M. Babcock, of Kelly, will grad.
George Boerstlu has been called
50 percent adequate at present and uate at Los Angeles, California, this
to the Navy to report for duty
week and receive his degree to prac
inj must be enlarged,
Mr. Boerstlu has
the near future.
Miss Mjay Babcock
tice medicine.
is
new
"A
necessary
heating plant
been clerk of the Datil Mercantile
week
left
for the coast to
the
past
unsatIn lieu of the several present
Co. for the past eight months.
His
which are of in suffi be present at the graduation of her
units,
isfactory
many friends regret his not being
cient capacity and inconvenient and brother.
able to stay longer.
expensive in operation.
W. J. Lynch of the
Salt Lake
"There is a serious shortage of
, WilMam
Morley Warren, who is
was
In
town this
ranch
country,
whom
home
from
Stanford University, housing for employes, some of
just
where he just finished his frcjhma
are housed in tents without sanitary week. He reports that the rains of
about two weeks ago put the grass
year in colege, will act as clerk utHl facilities.
such time as the management will
"The additional beds will provide to growing in this section, and that
be taken over by some permanent a total capacity of 1,250 beds, which the range was improving daily, and
head.
are all that will be need for several stockmen feeling much more opto.
mistio.
year.
Young Warren Is the eldest son
of Mrs. Lorafne M. Reynolds, and
Frank Knoblock, Jr., was in town
DR. L. A. JESSEN
a nephew of W. R. Merely. "Billy"
for a few days this week from the
will be welcomed back by a host of
Burley ranch coftntry. Frank re.jTv
friends.
ports the range in good condition
RESERVE ,NEW MEXICO
In his section.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Sissel who
have leased the Baldwin Store and
Tommy Buoterfield has made a
Hotel spent Monday in Magdalena,
DR. C. W. HARPER
he swaped his Ford racer for
trade,
Mr. Sissel hauls freight to Quemado
a chummy roadster, a National Six.
Physician and Surgeon
his
with
is
mail
and
along
putting Office
0-at Reserve Hospital
through a Jot of goods in this way.
LOAD 1,000 HEAD OF STEERS
Mrs. Sissel gave a birthay dinner
THE RESERVE
to George Boerstlu recently,
(From Magdalena News)
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Nels Field, Tom Payne, Claud Med
Mm. Laura Culver, of Berkley,
A. Klehne, Pres.
ley and others loaded 1,000 head of
California, the teacher at Datil school
W. J. Jones,
steers at this station Sunday even.
this past year, is at present attendC. W. Harper, Secy.
Ing. The shipment consisted of eighting the Institute at Socorro. She
een cars, and they go to Nebraska
writes that the weather is pretty
FRENCH
points where the buyer will pasture
warm in Socorro after the wonder
them during the summer. This is
Parlors
Undertaking
ful Datil climate.
EMBALMING
one of the first large shipments that
Monument will be made from this point during
Tourists are many, roads are good, Motor Eaninment
C. C. KILLINGER
The yearlings sold for
the summer.
Funeral Dlrsctor
Manager
We need rain, that all just now.
Teephone, 120
Magdalena N. M. $20.00 per head.
-

2,750.00

Federal Reserve

Magdalena News

Mr. and Mrs. W, R. Morley and
Ranger Benton S. Rogers, of Luna
accompanied by Mr. and
daughter,
week.
was a Reserve visitor this
Mrs. Prince Hilllard of Magdaltena,
Mr
A. T. Chavez and family have taken came out to Datil Saturday.
up their esldence in the County Seat, Morley and the Hilliards returned
Mrs. Mor
Mr. Chavez being County Clerk of to Magdalena Monday.
ley and daughter will take charge
our new county.
of the new hotel at Datil and will
bo
assisted by Mm. Lon Allen.
Las
here
Is
from
Roy McQlure
Cruces visiting with his sister, Mrs.
The hotel is now open, but the
T. C, Turk. He expects to spend hie
date set for ..so g. mral welcmx 10
vacation in Reserve.
the public will be July 4th, at wh!c:i
'imp Datil will in- in see a big cr w,l
Misses
Satathite and Snodgrass and
ppend a g.dious Fourth.
from Magdalena came to Reserve Fri
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Stiles anJ Jol
day to spend a while with friends
The young ladies will B. Stiles drye to Datil for tho mall
and relatives.
stay over until after the Celebration Monday. Mr. Stiles reports showers
in his district, but very cold nights.
the first and second.

STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION

OF MAGDALENA-

HOSPITAL AT FT. BAYARD
TO BE ENLARGED

June 9th and 10th, 1921, you are
hereby advised that on and after
June 10, 1921, all sheep to the State
of New Mexico or which may enter
the State thereafter, must be delliv,
ered at dipping plants and dipped
under the supervision of a State or
Federal Inspector on or before Oct
ober 31, 1921.
Also that all bucks run by their
onwers and not being herded in a
community or public buck herder,
are required to be dipped once with
in thirty days before entering the
ewe herds and that all community or
public buck herds be required to dip
twice, ten to fourteen day apart, the
second dipping to be within ten days
of the distribution of the herds to
the various owners.
To comply with this order all sheep
must be dipped in a dip made from
Jlme and sulphur or nicotine, pre,
pared in accordance with the rules
and regulations of the Federal Bur
eau of Animal Industry and this
Board.
On and after June 10th, 1921, the
date upon which this order becomes
effective, no sheep shall be dipped,
trailed, driven, or otherwise moved
to other points within the State or
beyond the boundaries of New Mexico unless accompanied by a dipping
certificate showing that such 'sheep
have been dipped in accordance with
the above order. This order does
not apply to sheep going into Colo,
rado.for grazing purposes for the
summer months.
The attention of sheep owners is
directed to Section 210 Chapter 3,
1915 codification which makes it the
duty of any person, firm or corpora
tion owning or having under their
cntrol any sheep, to Immediately re
port the existence of any infection
in their fHocks.

"

Sin"

Hot Weather Bargains
Men's and Boys' Tennis Oxfords
Men's and Boys' Tennis Shoes

.

.

.

.

Ladies' and Misses Sport Slippers and
nis Shoes, $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75

Ladies'

Leather-Trimme-

$1.25
$1.50

Ten-

Sport Oxfords,
and White Canvas Slippers
d

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

Men's Florsheim Oxfords

.

MIGUEL A. GONZALES,

Black Kid, $6.50

Brown Kid, $7.50

President.
J.

The Strongest Bank With

The Largest

Deposits in Socorro County

ROBERTSON,
Secretary.

B.

O

(From Magdalena News)
Roily D. Adkinson, Charley
and Hugh Frazer are out
on the Gila this week on a fishing
trip, No, not the same trip, another

m

'

one.

THE
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COMPANY

